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Welcome to the SENSEable City Lab
– a cutting–edge multidisciplinary
research group that studies the
interface between cities, people, and
technologies and investigates how
the ubiquity of digital devices and the
various telecommunication networks
that augment our cities, are impacting
urban living. With an overall goal
of anticipating future trends, we
bring together researchers from
over a dozen academic disciplines
to work on groundbreaking
ideas and innovative real–world
demonstrations.
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Each academic year, the SENSEable
City Lab invites students at
the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology to participate in the
Digital City Design Workshop. The
workshop seeks to provide pragmatic,
technological solutions that address
a key concern of urban living.
The SENSEable City Guide series
showcases this research which is
undertaken in partnership with cities
from across the world.
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Municipal solid waste
management in India and
the city of Pune
Managing municipal solid waste
(MSW) is a challenge in all cities, but
a particularly vexing one in rapidly
growing cities in India. Waste handling
infrastructure, regulations, expertise,
and social norms may all lag behind
rapidly rising waste generation rates,
and these problems compound as
cities grow in population, occupied
space, industry, and wealth. MSW
generated per capita is expected to
increase 1-1.33% annually, and while
the bulk of MSW is currently organic
compostable matter, urban areas face
higher volumes of inert materials like
glass and metal (Bhide & Shekdar, 1998;
Sharholy, Ahmad, Mahmood, & Trivedi,
2008) which can be readily recycled.
Mixed component waste that is not
easily composted or recycled piles up.
Many studies of MSW management
in India describe the shortcomings
of institutional urban waste systems,
due to the lack of manpower,
financial resources, machinery, and
space (Kumar et al., 2009; Narayana,
2009; Sharholy et al., 2008). They cite
inconsistent or inadequate collection
and disposal practices as causing poor
health and environmental outcomes
in areas of the densest and most
vulnerable populations. One bright
spot, however, is the low amount
of recyclables that are ultimately
buried in landfill, thanks to large
numbers of informal waste pickers
who filter out anything of value along
the waste removal chain to re-sell
to recycling industry. Yet, even this
creates a new set of problems, as
those workers are heavily exposed
to chemical and biological hazards
in the trash (Huysman, 1994).

The Pune metropolitan area is
no exception, with a population
last measured at 5.05 million and
generating 1400 metric tonnes
of waste daily in Pune City alone
(Chikarmane, 2012). The urban
area has rapidly grown to eighth
largest in India thanks to rising
manufacturing, information
technology, biotechnology, and
education opportunities. However,
waste infrastructure has struggled
to keep up; local political opposition
has blocked new landfills within
city limits, while existing landfills
leak air and groundwater pollution,
with waste pickers among the most
exposed (Dhere, Pawar, Pardeshi,
& Patil, 2008; Mane & Hingane
Hemalata, 2012). Pune has had to
confront its waste problems early
on, but is in a unique position to lead
its fellow metropolises in reducing
the flow of waste to landfill through
social and technological innovations.

Informal systems
tackling
urban-scale problems
A growing number of scholars
assert that it is counterproductive
to establish formal waste recycling
systems while ignoring existing
informal systems. Instead, cities can
gain a lot by incorporating waste
picker experience and efficiencies
into their planning, particularly
when operating in harder-toaccess informal settlements, while
preserving important income
streams for pickers (Medina,
2008; Wilson, Velis, & Cheeseman,
2006). However, this presents
ethical dilemmas for planners,
who must consider the workers’
exposure to hazardous materials
in waste and exploitation in parts
of the informal recycling markets
(Sembiring & Nitivattananon, 2010).

Pune is a good example of this
progression; its waste pickers
unionized as early as 1993 amidst
perennial conflict with the Pune
Municipal Corporation (PMC), and the
threat of private operators displacing
their workers (Ahmed & Ali, 2004; Snel,
1999). Forming the union Kagad Kach
Patra Kashtakari Panchayat (KKPKP),
they documented and quantified
the service they already provided
the city through their work; after a
decade they successfully engaged
PMC in developing SWaCH (Solid
Waste Collection Handling), a doorto-door trash collection service that
would improve sorting and recycling
efficiency while exposing workers to
less dangerous picking activities.
SWaCH has become an international
success story in bringing together
the informal sector and municipal
governance to produce more
sustainable, socially inclusive waste
management outcomes. Yet despite
these successes, SWaCH has not
been able to scale up to serve the
entire metro area for lack of public
and financial support (Chikarmane,
2012). The rest of the metro area’s
waste pickers remain vulnerable
to exploitation in the informal
recycling markets. Finally, workers
from both SWaCH and KKPKP
still risk exposure to hazardous
wastes unseparated by careless
or uninformed clients. Thus, social
innovation and technology design
have large roles to play in resolving
the practical and ethical dilemmas
inherent in mobilizing the informal
sector to handle urban waste at-large.
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Project brief and
fieldwork

Our field visit to Pune took us
through the many stages of waste
management handled within the
metropolitan area. Complicating
this was the fact that we were
witnessing two distinct, parallel
systems of collection: the SWaCH
model of employing workers to
collect waste from regular clients in
Pune, and the more common pyramid
of waste pickers and middlemen
that consolidate recyclables in
both Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad.
Intertwined in this market of informal
waste collectors are the policies
and infrastructure of the municipal
corporations in each city and KKPKP.

SWaCH has partnered with apartment complexes in Pune to provide door-to-door collection.
Some complexes also set aside space for composting and temporary storage, which greatly reduces
the amount of time and fuel spent transporting waste away. Photo courtesy of David Lee.

Understanding the
SWaCH model
For the SWaCH case, we visited one
of many Pune apartment complexes
where they provide door-to-door
collection services. Workers start
from the top floor and hand-carry two
bins (for organic and inorganic waste
respectively) to each apartment floor.
Households are asked to separate
waste into organic and inorganic piles
beforehand, and this is reinforced
through the face-to-face interactions
when they hand off the waste and
when workers collect payments.
SWaCH also sells cheap envelopes for
used sanitary napkins, which protect
workers from handling these directly.
Some apartment complexes host
storage and composting bins on-site,
where waste can be further
sorted and reduced before
SWaCH trucks it away.

Informal waste picking and recycling is a huge market in India, and greatly
reduces the amount of waste going to landfill from many cities. Photo courtesy of Smita Rawoot.

Another important site visit was
SWaCH headquarters, a staging point
for consolidating recyclables as well
as their management offices. While
there, we learned more about their
current logistical challenges; with
the uneven flow of public funding
support, they’ve been forced to
reduce the number of supervisors,
who handled numerous groundlevel tasks, such as recording waste
flows, counting labor hours, handling
customer complaints, arranging
material transport and hand-offs,
and testing weight scales. This is
a valuable level of oversight that
helped protect SWaCH members
from exploitation and allow
transparent dealings with Pune
Municipal Corporation, and those
lost supervisors tended to be the
most tech-savvy, often formally
educated children of older members.

To understand the larger system
of waste disposal and recovery,
we visited several facilities along
the removal chain within the
metropolitan area. Large public
disposal bins dot the neighborhoods
of Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad,
where some households and
businesses deposit their trash. These
are trucked to transfer stations,
consolidated into larger units, and
carried over to municipal weigh
stations to be weighed and recorded.
From here on, digital and paper
receipts track the flows of material
being moved. Finally, these loads are
dumped at municipal landfills; at the
one we visited, a combination of large
machines and hand laborers separate
out types of material for recycling
or disposal. We also toured several
biodigesters planted across the city,
created to reduce the flow of organic
waste to landfill while providing
electricity for local infrastructure.
Waste pickers are present throughout
this process: intercepting recyclables
before they reach the bins, picking
through the bins themselves either
on-site or at transfer points, and
working at landfills and other
disposal points. They often come
into direct contact with decaying
organic matter and sanitary waste
while sifting through bins or
sorting belt-fed waste. Thus, a major
challenge and concern of KKPKP is
how to divert organics and sanitary
waste from these streams through
consumer sorting before pickers may
be exposed to them, or to limit their
exposure through after-use packaging
such as SWaCH’s disposal envelopes.
Another challenge is how to properly
dispose of this waste; the landfill
we visited claimed to divert it into
special treated disposal pits, while
PMC showed us an experimental
mini-incinerator to destroy used
sanitary napkins close to the source
(hostels and schools in dense areas).
We also visited the company Passco,
which operates citywide collection of
biomedical waste from hospitals and
labs, and centralized recycling and
incineration facilities.
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Our initial project directive was to
find ways to improve waste handling
overall in India, primarily through
increased recycling of different
kinds of household wastes. The
need to reduce waste generated or
improve treatment of household
waste streams stems from several
phenomena: technology transfer
of consumer products designed
for certain regional conditions but
sold elsewhere, increased access to
information technology and social
media tools, changing attitudes
toward health and sustainability,
and the persistence of extensive
informal recycling systems. Projects
had to tackle economic, logistical,
health, and social challenges in
waste management, particularly
those for “hard to treat wastes”,
including hygiene/sanitary products,
flexible plastics, and sachets.
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Understanding the
broader recycling
network

At some area landfills, waste pickers no longer wade through garbage to find recyclables; instead they
have been hired to sort waste moving on assembly-lines. This reduces some, but not all, risks associated
with handling solid waste. Photo courtesy of Smita Rawoot.

Such companies have extra capacity
which could handle some
additional flow of sanitary waste,
if they could be integrated into
household waste streams.
Another challenge that emerged
through our visit was exploitation of
waste pickers by unscrupulous scrap
dealers in the metropolitan area.
These dealers also form an informal
economy that purchases recyclables
from the pickers to be sold upstream.
They operate in encroached spaces
and communicate with other dealers
and factories to consolidate and sell
sorted materials. While some buyers
deal honestly with pickers, others
are known to cheat them with lower
rates, tampered equipment, predatory
loans, or at worst, intimidation
and wage slavery. Yet because of
the limited range of most waste
pickers, who must search and move
materials on foot, and lack of storage
options for collected trash, they
must sell piecemeal to a handful of
dealers within walking distance.
To counter this, KKPKP built a
union-operated scrap shop in PimpriChinchwad to provide its members
with a place to sell materials at a
guaranteed fair price. On our visit to
the shop, which sits in city-provided
space underneath an elevated road,
we saw pickers sorting materials
outside (finding space to sort is a
frequent problem throughout the
city), weighing bags, and loading large
tempos (hired trucks) for delivery.

Pickers receive paper receipts and
transactions are recorded by weight,
amount, and price; this allows the
union to award bonuses to members
derived from collective profits.
These used to be backed with a
good digital database shared with
the Pimpri-Chinchwad Municipal
Corporation, but required hired
data entry help for which funding
was recently cut. Efforts to scale
up these union shops are also
limited by lack of available land
in places that would impact the
most vulnerable of waste pickers.

14

The role of technology
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Thus, some common important
technological needs for both SWaCH
and KKPKP are interoperable, mobile,
accessible tools for managing
workforces and logistics. Such needs
include digital record keeping of
transactions, prices, labor hours,
and loans; rapid communication
of opportunities and threats to
their work; coordinating times and
locations of their meetings and
shipments; and issue tracking for
the many bureaucratic steps that
the unions assist their members
with, such as school enrollment
or receiving welfare rations. The
defining operational context is
uncertainty: uncertain financial
and administrative support from
the public, unpredictable market
forces and middlemen, and varying
technical abilities within their
membership. Technology in this
context needs to be adaptable
to both good times and bad, and
usable without extensive training.
Thus, we were impressed with
a number of innovative NGOs and
enterprises addressing these waste
issues through technology and
design. At SWaCH headquarters,
we witnessed a demonstration of
ProtoPrint, a startup that processes
plastic bottles into 3d printing
filament, greatly increasing the
value that the cooperative can
earn from collecting and selling
these materials. CHF International,
an NGO with backing from the
Gates Foundation and European
Union, has piloted sanitary waste
collection from communal toilets in
the informal settlements of Pune.
One of their partners, Samagra
Waste Management, specializes
in design and technology for
community mobilization. They
take an experimental, data-driven
approach, using the community
toilets as a platform for hygiene
education, physical redesign, group
buying, and “nudging” social norms.
By combining agile prototyping and
experimentation by startups with
the formal institutional support
of municipal corporations and
NGOs, Pune serves as an instructive
model for innovation in this field.

View from the outside of the union-run scrap shop in Pimpri-Chinchwad. Space to sort and store material
is always scarcce, but essential to gathering enough bulk to sell at a profit to industry. Photo courtesy of
David Lee.

Student project briefs
As a result of our own fieldwork, we
decided to narrow our project briefs
to two clearly defined challenges.
First, Smita Rawoot sought ways
to engage consumers in separating
out their sanitary waste, while also
diverting this waste to safe disposal
points. She considered how attaching
cheap machine-readable tags onto
disposal envelopes would allow
consumers to track their own used
products as they travel through
the waste system. Tag readers in
collection vehicles, disposal sites,
and possibly carried by individual
waste pickers would capture the
path of these envelopes, and the
data would support both incentive
programs for proper sorting and a
broader transition to specialized
handling of these wastes.
Meanwhile, Chaewon Ahn tackled
the challenge of ensuring waste
pickers receive fair prices and
treatment for their collection work.
This would require overcoming the
long distances that limit pickers to
a few willing scrap buyers, and poor
flow of information on prevailing
prices in the local recycling market.
Noting that the KKPKP-operated
scrap shop directly addressed this
challenge, she sought to extend its
impact by creating a mobile scrap
shop offering similar services to

waste pickers spread out over a
larger urban area. By providing
the pickers with an honest trading
partner, the truck-based shop could
simplify logistics of sorting and
transporting waste, and deliver
information on fair prices that could
also pressure other land-based shops
to match their prices accordingly.

P1
Freedom Points
by Smita Rawoot

“We’re never going to scare people into living more
sustainably! We have to be able to demonstrate just
how dynamic and aspirational such a world could be”
– Jonathon Porritt (‘The World We Made’, 2013)

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROBLEM
DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this project is to
understand the main issues and
challenges facing the urban waste
management system in Pune City,
including- waste generation, waste
segregation, waste collection,
recycling, disposal, treatment and
remediation systems in place. The
project would focus on the sanitary

system on the disposal bags/
envelopes included in the new
product package. This tagging will
enable the sanitary waste to be
registered at the entry and exit
points of the waste cycle.

The challenges around sanitary waste
management in India are threefoldThere is very little segregation of
sanitary waste at source, regulations
fail to classify sanitary waste as
bio-medical waste, and there are
only 12% of Indian women who use
sanitary products. The first challenge
raises the question- how can one
motivate the consumers to segregate
waste more. Can the motivation
be linked to a new product which
includes disposal bags in the product
packaging?. The second question is
how will this enable a larger change
at the urban scale? The issue with the
current waste management system
is that it does not have a dedicated
sanitary waste collection system,
nor is it tied into the bio-medical
waste stream that will ensure proper
collection and disposal.

The third critical challenge is a
woman’s health awareness issue.
As per the 2011 A C Neilson survey,
70% of all reproductive diseases in
India are caused by poor menstrual
hygiene. This opens up the possibility
of bridging this knowledge gap by
linking the digital tracking with an
online women’s health planner. This
application will provide automatic
scheduling and calendaring of
both menstrual and reproductive
cycle once the sanitary tracking
is registered and recorded online.
Customers will accrue more points
with more segregation. The points
could be redeemed for discounts on
other aspirational products from the
FMCG manufacturers promoting the
program. The customers could also
use the points to donate sanitary
products through partner NGO’s to
under privileged women.

To plan a sanitary waste stream
that is integrated with the existing
waste collection network, it will be
critical to be able to digitally track
and record the current flows and
volumes. This tracking could be
instrumented through a tagging

17
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The city of Pune is facing tremendous
public pressure to reduce landfill
areas and better manage its
solid waste stream. There is
greater awareness amongst its
citizens to ensure the city follows
environmentally safe and community
sensitive disposal methods. The
waste collecting agencies are
increasingly concerned about the
health risk facing its workers by the
exposure to infections and diseases
from unsegregated sanitary waste
and diapers. The city’s existing
waste management system is
disaggregated, there are multiple
agencies involved in a single stream
of collection and disposal, and there
are also multiple parallel waste
streams in operation often within
the same material mix. A large part
of the recycling systems is informally
managed and has multiple retrieval
points.

waste stream for this analysis.
Digital technology will be used to
track both networks and products
to generate an understanding of the
existing waste management system
and network.

The PMC generates 1,300 tonnes
of waste every day and had been
dumping it at Uruli Devachi for
a long time, until a court ordered
against it.
by Pawan khengre
http://archive.indianexpress.com/news/denied-landfill-sites-civic-body-in-a-bind/1161062/

Only 12% of Indian women use
sanitary products.
70% of all reproductive diseases
among women in India are caused
by poor menstrual hygiene.
2011 survey by A C Nielson, commissioned by the Indian government
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wish
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Young women will have the option
to buy “Freedoms Points” Whispers.
Returning home with their Freedom
pack, they will send a simple SMS
(short message service) to a USSD
code (unstructured supplementary
service data) printed on the front of
the package to register their account.
Once users do this they receive an
auto reply message to activate their
“Personal Freedom Points Account”.

segregating from communal bins.
The envelope segregation will protect
these workers, and will also open
up options for diverting the waste
stream in the future to appropriate
high-grade bio-incineration plants, or
dedicated sanitary waste incineration
plants in the city of Pune.

Once segregated, all the user has
to do is hand off the envelopes to
the waste collector or dispose of
them in their normal way. Handling
of unsegregated sanitary and
diaper waste poses a significant
health risk to both door-to-door
collection workers and waste pickers

A Kagad Kach Patra Kashtakari Panchayat (KKPKP) worker retreiving recyclables at the Transfer station in Pune. KKPKP is a trade union of waste pickers
& itinerant scrap buyers based in Pune, India. KKPKP has 8000 registered members and was registered as a labor union in 1993.
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Sanitary and diaper product
manufacturers will launch a
nationwide AD campaign to raise
awareness about a new “Freedom
Points” program to promote
proper segregation of sanitary
waste. Freedom Points is a web
platform and mobile app which
will spread awareness about
women’s health issues and provide
a forum to exchange information
about reproductive health. The AD
campaign will introduce the exciting
prospects of winning green “Freedom
Points” and getting a free registration
to a “personal women’s health digital
planner”.

USSD protocol is simple to use and
works with any GSM cellular phone,
reducing the entry barrier for nonsmart phone users. The simplicity
of the activation process acts as
a further motivator to get people
involved in the program.
The sanitary napkin package has
already been designed to include
four free RFID tagged envelopes
which make segregated disposal
convenient. Once a user logs in online
and creates their user name and
password, they will notice that their
four RFID tags get automatically
linked to their account. The browser
will ask their phone number and zip
code, so they can receive information
on future freedom points, prizes, and
health plan summary directly on their
mobile device. This information will
be available via both SMS and web
application.

22

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

Amongst these are three large
volume mixed waste disposal
facilities which include two landfill
sites and a bio-waste disposal plant.
These will use the RFID gateway
system, a small metal gateway
mounted on top of the conveyor belt
and fitted with a RFID card reader.
The Uruli Devachi landfill, Moshi
landfill, and Passco bio-medical waste
treatment facility would be ideal
for this application as they all use a
slow speed conveyor belt system for
the last mile segregation of all waste

The other four facilities are dedicated
small-volume sanitary waste
incineration facilities operated by
PMC. These will be fitted with a
machine mounted RFID card reader,
and the machine operator will be
required to scan tagged packages
as they are thrown into the small
incineration chamber.
These segregated small incineration
units are low capacity units operating
at a maximum of 300 sanitary pads
per day.
The RFID reading at these locations
will complete the loop for waste
tracking. The system will send an
automatic SMS to the user indicating
that their segregated package

has reached the end of the waste
treatment cycle. This waste flow
detection, coupled with user zip
code information, will help create a
trace of sanitary waste through its
complete lifecycle. This information
can be used by the city to detect
inefficiencies in material transfer,
and plan optimum locations for
future incineration units and efficient
collection systems.

The freedom points app will also
provide useful reproductive health
information and personal tracking
for the user. The forum for feminine
health and hygiene will also provide
free advice by medical experts. This
could be an extension of existing CSR
(corporate social responsibility) web
platforms like www.whisper.co.in
already established by companies
like P&G.

For the user, the added benefit is that
once the segregation is tracked at
the end of the cycle, their “Freedom
Points” get automatically registered
and are ready to be redeemed. The
points could be entered into a draw
for prizes (tickets to concerts, events,
movies), redeemed for discounts on
other feminine hygiene products, or
donated as free sanitary products for
underprivileged women to spread
proper sanitary hygiene.

“Freedom Points” is a platform
where women can not only take
responsibility for their sanitary waste
and prevent risks to waste workers,
but better plan their reproductive
health and spread awareness about
feminine hygiene.

step-1

purchase
& register

23
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These tagged disposal envelopes will
be scanned at the exit points of the
solid waste management cycle. Each
of these locations will be equipped
with RFID card readers. These include
seven possible endpoints in the
current Pune waste management
stream.

entering their facilities. Tagged bags
will also help workers at the conveyor
belt clearly differentiate the sanitary
waste. This will also open the
possibility of segregated incineration
in the future.

step-2

USE & DISPOSE

step-3

SCAN & AWARD

24

place at the transfer stations as well
as municipal bins.

creating a more integrated system for
waste management.

The existing waste management
system in Pune city is very
disaggregated. There are three
types of collection systems at the
household level.

The waste pickers are exposed to risks
of infection by unsegregated sanitary
waste disposal at all these three
locations. To be able to sufficiently
protect waste pickers from this health
risk, it is critical to segregate sanitary
waste at source. The freedom points
program proposes a point-based
gaming system to motivate users
to engage in more segregation. This
point system would be linked to the
digital tracking system, thus enabling
users to track their segregation to the
end of the waste management cycle.

For example, there exists a separate
waste stream for bio-medical waste
management. This stream is operated
by Passco, a private contractor
which has a wide collection network
including 250 collection points within
the city of Pune. This waste collection
system has a separate medically
defined category for sanitary waste,
which is combined with similarly
exposed hospital waste. All waste in
this category is collected in color- and
bar-coded bags, which are scanned
at collection, weighed, tracked
through the transfer cycle, and
then incinerated through a sanitary
mechanism.

The door-to-door collection system
covers over 40% of the households in
Pune. Households segregate dry and
wet waste, and workers perform
at-source removal of recycled wastes.
The second stream is a gate collection
system which is not segregated; it is
picked up by the municipal ghanta
gadis to be delivered to transfer
stations, then taken by compactors to
the landfill site.
The third stream is the unsegregated
disposal of waste to municipal bins
located at mutiple locations in each
ward. Partial recovery of recyclables
from the unsegregated waste takes

Digital tracking at the entry
and the exit point would create
a complete life cycle trace of the
waste, and enable a path definition
for the sanitary waste. These path
definitions could be used to analyze
inefficiencies in the current collection
and transfer system. This mapping
will provide possible solutions for

25
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

Existing domestic collection from transfer stations.

Existing bio-medical waste routes & treatment plant.

The digital mapping of the sanitary
waste in the existing system will
enable locating the most efficient
collection points where sanitary
waste could be diverted into the
biowaste management cycle.

The “Freedom Points” health calendar creates your menstrual calendar and alerts you to key days in your menstrual and fertility cycle.
This allows you to be better informed while planning carefree vacations and opens up a forum for women to share reproductive health problems and questions.

Proposed integration of the domestic sanitary waste segregation stream into the bio-medical waste route.
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Sanitary waste segregation in slums activated through the community toilet. Programs like samagra & chf international to act as a link.

Kubera colony in a high income neighborhood in Pune.

Slum community in yerwada in Pune.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Because the current waste stream
in Pune is very disaggregated and
involves a number of different stake
holders, this project focuses on data
collection only at the entry and exit
points of the waste cycle, rather than
the actual physical route of the waste.

When the segregated envelopes
reach either the incineration plant
or the landfill site, they get scanned
at the conveyor belt through the
RFID gateway established at these
locations. The date and time notified
by the reader at this exit point is
automatically registered to the online
user account and the user receives
their “Freedom Points”.

The server also uses the entry and
exit point location and time data
to generate a mapping of the city’s
sanitary waste stream. The mapping
includes anonymized data on the
number of segregated products
tracked at the specific entry and
exit points. This will provide the
city valuable information regarding
the city’s waste management cycle,
the distance travelled by the waste
stream and the time taken for the
same.
It will also show the areas generating
the most waste of this category
and offer the opportunity to plan
either dedicated sanitary waste
collection, a treatment and disposal
system, or integration into the
bio-medical waste collection cycle.
The measured time lags would be

4-RFID tagged envelopes are provided in the new “Freedom Pack”. These
envelopes are simple paper enveopes which have a peel and stick mechanism.
Once used these envelopes can be disposed off safely in the dry trash collection.

Diagram showing the digital network and the points of interaction between stakeholders & the digital platform.
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used to understand the collection
inefficiencies in the systems,
and perhaps recommend alternate
routes or additional collection points.
The integration of the slum
community into this platform will
happen through the organizations
and caretakers running slum
sanitation programs, such as
community toilets. Organizations
like “Samagra Waste Management”
that combine hygiene outreach
with economic incentives would be
ideal partners. There could be block
accounts for these communities and
they could get higher discounts for
community participation. Individual
users from other city areas could
also adopt these block programs
for donations of sanitary products
through their “Freedom Points”
program account.
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“Freedom Points” is an application
that allows tracking of segregated
sanitary waste and creates an online
women’s health planning platform.
This tracking system will be used
to encourage the user to achieve
higher segregation by a point based
rewards system, and also generate
maps for the city to plan better waste
management.

Users register their account through
an SMS using the unique USSD code
printed on their “Freedom Points”
package. The server will create an
online account which automatically
links the RFID-tagged segregation
envelopes that are included in their
package to their account. As they
dispose of these envelopes, they are
required to simply key in the written
codes online or through their phones.

Framework for action through the digital platform.

USSD code on package links the rfid tagged envelopes to your account once you send a text to activate account.

rfid gateway at the conveyor belt scans the envelope as it reaches the disposal site or the PMC incinerator.
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Smita is a candidate for the Masters
in City Planning degree at MIT. She is
an architect and designer with wide
ranging experience in architectural
design and urban design. She has
a Masters degree in architecture
and is a licensed architect. She has
built projects in India, USA and the
Middle East. Her work experience
is spread over 15 years and has
involved designing and planning
large university campuses, schools,
housing developments, senior living
facilities, hospitality and mix-use
projects.
She is keenly interested in urban
issues related to design, planning and
management of public infrastructure,
public spaces and natural resources
in cities. She believes that creative
thinking and innovative use of
technology can solve problems
of equity, mobility and access
in our cities.
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Tempo Scrap Shop
by Chaewon Ahn

She has lived in New York, Mumbai,
Pune, Delhi, Boston, Vasco, Jaipur and
loves to travel around the world. Her
unique experience and diverse lived
experiences she hopes will continue
to enrich and cultivate a contextually
sensitive approach in her work and
thinking in the field of design
and planning for the future.

From “ freedom points” to “freedom club”: a growing network of members.

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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Waste stream in Pune, India
The waste stream in Indian cities
includes a whole industry of
spontaneous recyclable treatment
systems. Paper, glass, plastic and
metals mixed in with solid waste
become valuable assets for those
who gather it and sell it to local scrap
shops. These scrap shops sell the
material to wholesale traders, who
then sell to recycling factories.
In Pune, normally waste is dumped
in community bins and collected by
the municipality. There are many
waste pickers who collect recyclable
materials from these community bins
and sell them to local scrap shops,
earning income to support their dayto-day life. Pune is special because it
also has a waste picker cooperative
called SWaCH (Solid Waste Collection
and Handling). SWaCH provides door
to door collection of domestic waste,
and it covers waste collection for 48%
of the households in the city of Pune.
SWaCH collects membership fees
from the households that receive

Waste picking
: 2-3 hours of waste collection
100-120 households
Daily pickup

service. The fee goes to the waste
pickers, and waste pickers give
a certain amount from their income
to SWaCH, so that SWaCH can run its
operations that support and protect
the rights of waste pickers.

50%

recyclable sale
to scrap shop

or

However, waste picking happens
not only through coops like SWaCH,
but also on a much larger scale. It
happens throughout almost every
possible step in the waste stream,
even at landfills that are the end
points for solid waste. Indeed, a
large population is dependent on
the waste collection and recycling
market.

100%

recyclable sale
to scrap shop

closed information
of material price
=
power

recycle
factory

The lives of Waste pickers
Waste pickers earn money from
selling material to scrap shops.
Members of SWaCH have more
stable incomes because they receive
about 50% of their income from
membership fees. For others who
act outside the coop, however, one’s
income depends entirely on the price
their waste fetches at local scrap
shops. This puts the waste pickers
in a vulnerable position within the
whole waste stream.

50%

fee from
housholds
through SWaCH

x

introduction

wholesale

scrap shop

The price information does not reach waste pickers.
waste picker

In fact, through an interview with
KKPKP (the broader union of waste
pickers in the metropolitan area),
we found out that they often receive
complaints about manipulative scrap
shops and inquiries about fair market
prices. This happens not only because
waste pickers are limited in how far
they can afford to move in order to
sell their material, but also because
the price information of materials in
scrap shops is not made transparent
to the waste pickers.

on two or three days intervals. Even
so, there is a high possibility that the
tempos are run under capacity. Since
waste pickers need to pay for the
transportation of the waste, running
tempos under capacity implies a
relatively large cost to them. Yet they
often have little choice, because most
waste pickers cannot afford space to
store recyclable material for a long
time.

On a daily basis, waste pickers
set out on foot in the morning to
their collection routes. Normally
two waste pickers can collect the
recyclables generated from 200
to 250 households daily. In the
afternoon, they segregate the waste
into recyclable and non-recyclable
piles, then call a tempo (a local
truck for hire) to move the waste to
scrap shops where they can sell the
recyclable waste.

The conflict between scrap shops
and waste pickers has been a
constant issue. The most common
problem waste pickers encounter
is unfairly low prices for materials.
Scrap shops may also resort to
tampering, loan sharking, and
violence. To counter this, KKPKP runs
its own scrap shop to protect its
union members with fair prices and
transparency. It is located in Pimpri
Chinchwad, on land provided by the
municipal corporation (PCMC).

The capacity of one tempo normally
equals the recyclable material
collected by 10 waste pickers.
Therefore, two or three waste pickers
must get together and call one tempo

Problem and Opportunity

Surprisingly, there is no scrap shop
run by the waste picker union in
Pune, because of a lack of affordable
space. In fact, the PCMC scrap shop

itself is run in space underneath
a highway, donated by the
municipality. The same constraints
apply to local scrap shops, because
trading recyclable material is not
a very profitable business even for
them. Many of the local scrap shops
are located in slums or on illegally
encroached space.
Despite the difficulty of running the
KKPKP scrap shop in this space, we
witnessed that it presented another
opportunity for price information
transparency. The shop was keeping
track of recyclable material price
information and the amounts traded
in hand-written documents. The price
information was collected whenever
the shop sold the aggregated
material to wholesale traders. Yet this
information was only used internally.
A continuous need to move waste,
the inaffordability of space, and the
documentation of price information
appeared to be fragmented
opportunities that could be stitched
by simple solutions.

Segregate waste - Call tempo
: 2-3 waste pickers get together
1 tempo accomodates the waste of 10 pickers

Sell recyclables to scrap shop
: around 10 scrap shops within
movable boundary

waste picking

Waste picker’s daily schedule

segregation

selling to scrap shop

The main obstacle for waste picker unions like kkpkp is the inaffordability
of space. Original image: chaewon ahn

The information of price and amount of recyclable waste is being measured
and passed through the pyramid of waste trade, but is not accessible to waste
pickers. Original image: Chaewon Ahn
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

First, the ‘Tempo scrap shop’ buys
recyclable waste from waste pickers
on request. The idea of a scrap shop
on a truck resolves the space problem
of scrap shops and the transportation
burden on waste pickers in one
act. A request-based operation also
empowers the waste pickers because,
for the first time, they are provided
with options among scrap shops.
The ‘Tempo scrap shop’ also operates
as a data hub for fluctuating
recyclable material prices. It collects
the price information from the
wholesale traders that the shop
deals with, and then announces
these prices through various means
of communication. The disclosure
of information affects the waste
picker’s scrap shop choice. The
power of information leads to
the empowerment of the most
vulnerable actor – the waste picker.
Other actors influenced by the
intervention are the scrap shops
and the waste picker union (KKPKP).
The system mainly caters for the
waste pickers and the trade union
and encourages a competition of
fair trade between the scrap shop
owners.

Actions happening in the tempo scrap shop
Original Image:
Shantanu Suman, Project Horn Please, 2012
Image retouch: Chaewon Ahn

TEMPO

+

SCRAP
SHOP

+

INFORMATION

=
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The ‘Tempo scrap shop’ brings
transparency into the recyclable
waste market through two actions.

data
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Data collection
Information for the database will
be collected through three different
routes.
Primarily, the information will come
directly from wholesale traders
of recyclable material when the
‘Tempo scrap shop’ makes sales to
them with the material bought from
waste pickers. The information will
be documented and accumulated by
the Mobile Scrap Shop. Since it is the
most recent source of data,
it will have higher priority over other
sources.
The second route is crowdsourced
data from independent reports by
waste pickers. Waste pickers can
leave a message or phone call to
the Mobile Scrap Shop to commend
reasonable shops, or report exploitive

shops. They can provide not only
the price information, but also the
location of these reported shops.
The third source is the local scrap
shop. As the information on material
prices and shops becomes accessible
to the waste pickers, the scrap
shop owners will realize that the
platform might operate as a means
of advertisement. The system is open
to local scrap shops reporting their
own location and price. This way, the
local scrap shops may start to benefit
from the system and become actively
included.
Information distribution
The ‘Tempo scrap shop’ provides
two types of information. One is
the reasonable price of recycleable
material in Pune, which the ‘Tempo
scrap shop’ will pay when buying
material from waste pickers,
and the other is the location of shops

with the best pricing within the
individual waste picker’s accessible
range. The first type of information is
more general and the second is more
specific to the location of the truck
and waste picker. This information
will help waste pickers to decide if
they are going to use the ‘Mobile
scrap shop’ or the local scrap shop,
and which local scrap shop to visit.
The challenge in this project is to
bring information transparency
through an economically accessible
system to both the waste pickers
and scrap shop owners, who are
vulnerable social groups.
Even though around 80 percent
of the waste pickers have mobile
phones, 90 percent of pickers are
illiterate , making information
delivery through SMS alone difficult.
The information will be provided
through two methods. The first one
is a form of audio announcement to
unspecified individuals played from

Data collection

tempo scrap shop price

the ‘Tempo scrap shop’ while the
tempo moves around the city. It does
not target a specific audience, but
reaches further. Therefore the type of
information dealt in this form is the
general information of reasonable
material pricing.
That way, waste pickers who
cannot read will be informed of
the reasonable price and contact
information of the Mobile Scrap
Shop. Moreover, since waste pickers
work mainly in groups of two or three
people, information can then spread
by word of mouth. To overcome the
ephemeral nature of audio messages,
message-based information delivery
will provided as well.
The second method is SMS upon
waste picker’s request. When the
waste picker leaves a missed call
to the ‘Mobile scrap shop’ phone
number (calling the number and
hanging up immediately,

Data distribution

local shop ranking of
reasonable price

monitoring information
credibility

in order to avoid incurring a fee), the
server will automatically send an SMS
to the waste picker of the ranking
of scrap shops paying good price,
utilizing the location data that is
collected through the missed call of
the waste picker.
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10 am - 12 pm

data
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The ideal way to utilize the
information and service for waste
pickers would be to make a decision
based on information they hold at
the point when they are about to call
a tempo and head to the scrap shop.
However, the strength of the project
comes from the manifold possible
choices provided to waste pickers
thanks to the duality of information
type, its reach, and the possibility to
utilize the mobile scrap shop. Simply
put, the system acts as a safety net
for waste pickers that minimizes
their risk to be treated unjustly, by
engagement at various moments of
the waste stream. For example, the
waste picker can still call the
‘Tempo scrap shop’ for a pickup
request after visiting the local
scrap shop and encountering
a problematic situation.
Once the waste picker receives the
information and decides to sell to
the mobile shop, she or he calls the
‘Tempo scrap shop’ and requests a
pickup. With the location data, the
server will assign the pickup to

a specific ‘Tempo scrap shop’,
calculate the optimized path for the
driver, and send the pickup time to
the waste picker. The ‘Tempo scrap
shop’ has the equipment to digitally
weigh the waste, record the amount
of material bought, and money to
be paid. When the tempo arrives,
the recyclable waste is loaded and
measured, and the waste picker
receives the money and paper
receipt from the ‘Tempo scrap shop’.
For KKPKP union members, the
transaction is also digitally recorded
for future profit dispersement, as is
the practice for their PCMC shop.
One scenario
Suman More is not a member of any
waste picker coop. She went out early
in the morning by herself to collect
recyclable waste from community
bins. While she was segregating, she
saw a ‘Tempo scrap shop’ passing
by, announcing the recyclable waste
prices through the microphone. She
hears that the glass price is higher
than usual, so she decides to not
keep the glass for a while as usual
but sell it right away. There is a local
scrap shop she usually goes to, but

she becomes curious if there are
better options in the area. She calls
the number and hangs up before
someone picks up. Several minutes
later, she receives an SMS. The shop
she usually visits turns out to be
one of the most reasonable shops
in the area, but their glass price is
not as good as the one she heard
in the morning. She decides to use
the ‘Tempo scrap shop’ this time.
She calls the number and requests
a pickup. Another SMS arrives,
providing her the time and pickup
location. As the ‘Tempo scrap shop’
arrives, a shade is provided while the
weighing and transaction happens.
Even though the tempo fee was
deducted, the sale was a good deal.
On the way back home, she buys
groceries to prepare dinner.
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A scenario of data collection and information distribution the ‘Tempo Scrap Shop’
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The ‘Tempo Scrap Shop’ aims to
influence the urban context in two
ways. One is the purification of the
market through the disclosure of
waste material trade prices and the
other is the long-term data collection
of the price, location of scrap shops
and their performance for future
planning.
The essential key that sustains
the unfair pyramid structure in
the waste stream is the imbalance
in information accessibility. The
recyclable waste stream in Pune
follows a pyramid structure of the
waste pickers, scrap shops, wholesale
traders, and recycle factories.
The lower level that comprises of
waste pickers is the most vulnerable
in the entire system because they

do not have access to the fair price
information that fluctuates in time.
Hence, this information cutoff The
Mobile Scrap Shop aims to influence
the urban context in two ways.
One is the purification of the market
through the disclosure of waste
material trade prices and the other
is the long-term data collection of
the price, location of scrap shops
and their performance for future
planning.

The primary goal of the ‘Tempo
Scrap Shop’ shop is to provide this
price information and scrap shop
information to waste pickers, to
resolve the imbalance of information
and power. With the information on
hand, waste pickers are given the
choice between different scrap shops
within their reachable boundary
and become at last the seller who
holds valuable resource. It redefines
the relationship between the waste
pickers and scrap shop owners and
moreover triggers a competition
between scrap shops to provide
preferable price leading to the
self-purification of the market.

The essential key that sustains the
unfair pyramid structure in the
waste stream is the imbalance in
information accessibility.
The recyclable waste stream in Pune
follows a pyramid structure of the
waste pickers, scrap shops, wholesale
traders, and recycle factories.
The lower level that comprises of
waste pickers is the most vulnerable
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Aside by the facet of data, the mere
advent of another strong competitor
in the market that actively advertises
its price information and constructs
a trust relationship will inspire the
existing shops to be more active in
spontaneously releasing the price
and compete for the preoccupancy
of accessibility for waste pickers.
The exposure of individual shops and
their information will bring about
change through suppressing negative
action by releasing the recommended
shops, by keeping shop owners from
exploiting the waste pickers. On
the other hand, it could promote
positive participation from the shops
because it also brings an enormous
advertising opportunity for free to
shop owners.

in the entire system because they
do not have access to the fair price
information that fluctuates in time.
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URban
INTERACTION

Once accumulated to a critical point,
this information will reveal patterns
in each material price, the areas
where waste pickers encounter the
most trouble with scrap shops,
and the locations of scrap shops
that provide reasonable prices.
The data can be fed to internal
decision making for the efficient
organization of the ‘Tempo Scrap
Shop’, but can also be used for future
city planning processes. Granted
that most of the scrap shops are
located in slum areas; in encroached
space, the city can subsidize a
process to improve the slums, taking
the scrap shops as local economy
nodes and provide incentives such
as legitimisation to those that are
contributing to a just waste process.

The price report of local scrap shops,
combined with monitoring by waste pickers,
provides location information for scrap shops
with reasonable prices and exploitive shops.
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The byproduct of the Mobile Scrap
Shop is the massive amount of data
accumulated over time. The system
is collecting reasonable prices for
the 15 recyclable waste types from
wholesale dealers, the locations
where the pickups happen, and
many spontaneous reports by waste
pickers of good/bad prices at each
shop.
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Chaewon ahn
3 countries, 5 cities, and 20 houses.
This is the number of places where
Chaewon spent her childhood.
Whenever someone asks where she
is from, it is difficult to pick only one.
All of the places form a collective
home like a patchwork. The various
experiences and spatial impetus
must have been planted as seeds to
imagine new spaces and cities.
Currently, she is a student in the
SMarchS Architecture and Urbanism
program at MIT with a special interest
on public space in a relation of
mutual interest with social, economic
and political forces. Coming from
a rapidly urbanized city Seoul,
South Korea, where all these forces
are entangled, her intend of studies
at MIT lies first, in understanding of
the forces that predetermine and
metamorphose the city form and
second, in creating strategies to
utilize these forces.
Prior to MIT, she studied architecture
at the Korean National University of
Arts in Korea.
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Boarding Air Canada flight 1195 in
Toronto, the experience was already
different—the composition of
passengers was palpably different
than most with which we were
familiar. The manifest was more male
and more brawny with, perhaps, more
beer consumed on the four-hour
flight. Fort McMurray and the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo is a
significantly different context than
the Lab is usually familiar, and the
flight was merely a foreshadowing
of the experiences to come.
Built on the boom of the Athabasca
oil sands, the municipality is the
fastest growing and certainly the
largest with whom the Lab has
worked. Indeed, it is a context of
superlatives: as a municipality, the
scale is roughly the size of the state
of Florida; the estimated growth is
27.3% from 2006 through 2012.1 This
growth is driven by the dream of a
better life for Canadians and migrants
seeking new found wealth brought
by the oil trapped in the sand. Yet,
unlike other resource boomtowns,
Fort McMurray is trying to evolve
past resource extraction and hopes
to be a livable community where
mining workers, new immigrants and
their families both want to establish
roots and truly make this a place
where people want to work, play and
live. To be able to realize this vision,
here are many tasks to be done.
At the heart of this growth and this
drive for evolution is a large and
multi-cultural temporary labor force
whose characteristics and seasonal
migration dynamics are poorly
captured by existing methods. This
labor force has brought many difficult
challenges to assessing population
dynamics: many camp workers will flyin for a few days for their shifts, only
to depart again quickly for Calgary,

Edmonton or points across Canada;
housing units may have several
individuals residing there at any given
point in time because of a general
housing shortage; new immigrants
are migrating to the region due to
loosened laws. The resultant gap
in understanding portends serious
deficiencies in growth management,
provision of infrastructure and social
services, business development,
and ultimately, city building. In
a sense, the success of the region
economically is restraining the
municipality’s growth as a community.
This gap in understanding is the
domain of our work. As part of
a collaboration with the Lab, the
workshop sought to explore new
ways of collecting data and building
an understanding of Wood Buffalo’s
dynamic population. In short, can
we quantify the population of the
Regional Municipality? The students
proposed innovative ways to create
data about the population in unique,
yet complementary ways. For the
students, the relationship of resource
consumption led to interesting
projects where the flow of materials
became a proxy for human activity:
Simon Willett and Benjamin
Sheerbarth considered opposite
ends of the consumption—Simon
considered extracting data from
the flow of food and goods to the
camps in the region as a means
of understanding human activity,
while Benjamin investigated
how waste could be quantified,
interpreted, and optimized.
Bonnie Wong created a new interface
that considered individuals within the
camps by measuring access to and
consumption of potable water, and
sought to quantify individual health
and activity.

These three projects sought
innovative ways to collect data while
also providing benefit to the users.
Their approaches considered
the larger sustainability of their
proposals and each demands
both top-down and bottom-up
participation, with implications on
policy creation as well as incentive
structures for participation.
These projects would have not
been able to be developed without
the assistance and mentorship
of those who call Fort McMurray
and Wood Buffalo home. We owe
a debt of gratitude to the people
and government of the Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo for
their hospitality and trust. Among
those, we acknowledge and thank
Leanne McCarthy and Justin Ngan for
everything they did to adequately
share the story of this area, Suncor
for opening up their operations
to us to provide context of the
oil sands, and Tanzeel Merchant
for being our guide and steward
throughout this entire project.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

Tasked with identifying ways to
better understand the dynamics
of what is aptly called a ‘shadow
population’ (see e.g. Aylward, 2006;
Haan, 2010) in Fort McMurray and
beyond, one wonders about things
and routines everybody has in
common as potential points of
departure. Not everybody passes
through the same spaces, not
everybody consumes from the
same sources, and not everybody is
registered with the same authorities.
Yet, there are a few things everybody
just has to engage in: eating, drinking,
sleeping, communicating, and also
accumulating waste. Indeed, the
city of Fort McMurray and the wider
Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo display some of the highest
waste per capita levels in the country.
To be sure, this not only reflects the
shadow population but also high
construction levels and, of course,
prosperity levels. All municipal solid
waste (MSW) streams and almost
all other waste produced in the
region cross paths at the only public
landfill of the municipality, six miles
south of the city off highway 63, and
guarded by a tiny scale house. This is
intriguing because:

In an environment where people
live in illegal basement suites
and converted garages, where
campgrounds are used for permanent
living, and where some campsite
occupants never set foot in the city,
close-to-real-time waste data is more
sensitive to population changes than
census data.
People weigh their waste at the
landfill; the landfill does not
measure waste where the people
are. Does available technology
allow us to reverse this dynamic?
This project proposes to mobilize
waste scales by installing them
onto both municipal packers and
contractor trucks. Married with WiFi,
GPS, and geofencing technologies,
this combination allows for deeply
insightful data production.
A decentralized waste (data)
collection system can help:

“create a finegrained and
powerful picture of
population levels
and their squeezed
temporality”
in both Fort McMurray and beyond.
The moment of intervention into

the current waste management
ecosystem lies between the
point of collection (POC) and
the discharge into the landfill.
As such, it is concerned neither
with the consumption behavior
preceding individual or camp waste
accumulation nor with waste
reduction programs in effect after
landfill discharge.
The proposed decentralized program
affects many actors, both public
and private, individuals and firms.
However, all actors occupy a defined
role in a well-regulated waste
ecosystem. There are currently
four actors accessing the landfill:
individuals with personal bulky
goods, municipal packers with MSW
of the urban service area, contractors
with camp waste, and private waste
removal firms largely carrying
commercial or industrial waste.
A systemic change will be effective
as long as every party is presented
with sufficient incentive to join.
The specific reasons for accepting
this decentralized program are
unique for all actors [Fig. A].
The benefits for residents and the
municipality are perhaps more
obvious. Most importantly, the city
and the region will be provided
with a dataset containing the
much sought-after information of
described kind. However, there are
a number of advantages beyond the
data collection for the city. Individual
weighing and cataloging of waste
lays the infrastructural groundwork
for a potential pay by weight MSW
management system should the
city desire to pursue this direction
in the future. In addition, the city
would circumvent frozen scales at
the scale house, which regularly
bring operations to a halt during
the winter months. Residents of
the urban service area will enjoy
unprecedented insight into their
own waste volumes, being able to
compare their consumption with
others and over time. This would
complete the quantification of
individual consumption of municipal
services, where waste is currently the
last non-quantified element. Further,
residents will enjoy the now possible
pick up of bulky goods, saving them

landfill trips on the overburdened
Highway 63. Easy integration of bulky
good bills into the municipal billing
system allows a bulky good discharge
to appear as just another line on the
utility bill.
Contractors and private waste
removal firms might be less clear
about the return on investment of
installing digital scales and sharing
the collected data. Fortunately,
they have most reason to from an
economic logic. The investment
in onboard scales is expected
to be offset by their resultant

The scale house at the municipal landfill.

economic advantages within four
months (Bader, 2002). Perhaps
most importantly, onboard scales,
the only capital-intensive piece of
equipment, dramatically increased
payload optimization, saving money
on several fronts. Knowing the
total load weight at any given time
renders trips to stationary scales
(and stationary scales themselves)
no longer necessary. Indeed,
independence from the municipal
scale house might allow for greater
time windows to discharge at the
landfill (upon negotiation with the
city). Further, if loading trucks to

weight allowance is guesswork,
contractors load conservatively or
risk having to U-turn at the landfill.
This translates to an average of six to
ten percent waste of load capacity
for every trip. In addition, localized
weighing allows contractors to
invoice clients electronically at
the moment of collection with
calibrated weight slips rather than
adding a month’s worth of scale
house receipts. This should improve
contractors’ transparency and cash
flow noticeably.

The Environmental Services Department located
adjacent to the landfill.

LEFT– Fig. a: different actors of the waste disposal
ecosystem in Wood Buffalo and their respective
motivations to join a distributed system.
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The Wood Buffalo region in Alberta,
Canada is both famous and infamous
for its mining, oil, and gas extraction
industry. 2014 sees Alberta as fastest
growing provincial economy, as
has been the case the three years
prior. With growth comes a sizable
labor force. A total of 173 thousands
people are employed in the
extraction industry. Surrounded by
the main extraction sites lies the city
of Fort McMurray, the administrative
heart of the region. Due to the
unique nature of the extraction work,
it is difficult for the city to estimate
the number of people present at
any one time, their lengths of stay
in the municipality, and what spatial
patterns they entertain.

“waste is a
signature of a
region and its
people, pregnant
with potential
to provide
insight into
local population
dynamics”.
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Private, ‘closed’ lodge 22 km north of Fort McMurray

PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS
The sphere of personal interaction is
largely focused on the actors in direct
contact with the mobile scales. These
actors are also beneficiaries of data
unique to their respective transaction
[Fig. b]. City officials, in contrast, are
interested in aggregated data and
will be dealt with in the next section.
Scenario one:
municipal solid waste collection
The municipal waste picker, fitted
with an on-board digital scale and
a GPS enters the ‘geofence’ of an
address. The employee then collects
the curbside trash; his/her workflow
physical does not change [Fig. c].
The digital scale communicates
with the GPS, determining the trash
weight by simply calculating the
difference between the total load
weight prior and after the collection.
Exiting the geofence triggers the
sending of data to both the resident
and the city. The former receives an
email, a message, or any other form of
electronic notification - the actuation
- informing him/her about the time
stamp of trash collection, its the total
weight, its weight in comparison to
the district and city averages, as well
as the personal trend over time [Fig.
d]. The availability of this information
will be of psychological impact. At
the least, this information heightens
awareness about individual
footprints. While residents know
their quantified consumption of gas,
water, and kilowatt-hours, they lack
a way of monitoring waste. At best,

however, it is a motivator, spurring
competitive character of producing
less waste than your ‘neighbor’. Here,
neighbors not only set the standard
of what one has to have, but also
of how much trash one might be
allowed to produce. User testing
for a design proposal that positions
scales into residential trash cans
themselves found strong support for
waste monitoring at the household
scale (Gartland & Piasek, 2009). Should
the city desire to encourage MSW
reduction, one can think of reward
programs operationalized through
the weekly individual measuring of
household waste. At the same time,
the load weight data gets pushed to
a city database, which, depending on
privacy concerns, constructs a highresolution waste signature of the city
down to the scale of the household.
Scenario two:
bulky goods pick-up
Instead of driving bulky goods to
the landfill him/herself, the resident
schedules a pick-up with the
municipality, saving him/her both
time and the unpleasant drive on
Highway 63 [Fig. e]. A geofence that is
a specific travel time away from the
resident, say fifteen minutes, triggers
an alert received by a medium of
choice to prepare for the pick-up, i.e.
by carrying the concerned object, say
a chair, outside. The medium through
which the resident receives messages
should be his/her own choice to
ensure timely acknowledgement
of receipt. However, with the
proliferation of smart phones,
the difference in transmission speed

between SMS, email, and other forms
of mobile communication is likely
rendered indistinguishable. The
alert not only prepares the resident
but saves the collection truck driver
waiting time. Utilizing the digital
on-board scale, the driver can reliably
invoice the resident at the moment
of collection [Fig. f]. The latter than
has a given time period to settle
the payment conveniently online or
sees the pick-up charge as another
line on his/her utility bill. Again, the
collection data is pushed to the city,
where it is aggregated and analyzed.
Scenario three:
campsite waste collection
Similar in logic to the bulky goods
collection process, the contractor
and the private waste disposal firm,
too, arrive at the collection site
equipped with an on-board scale
and GPS technology. The driver’s
workflow changes minimally, yet has
consequences for his/her company,
the clients, and the city. The driver
invoices the client electronically at
the time of collection, and depending
on agreement, his/her company
receives instant payment. Alongside
the receipt, the client receives waste
statistics and potentially material
composition [Fig. g]. At the same
time, the city receives the missing
piece of the puzzle; alongside thus far
known type and volume of any given
waste delivery, it can now match the
entry with a location. The contractor
can now discharge the collected
waste independent of scale house
operating hours, thus broadening
the flexibility of his/her operations.

Fig. d

Fig. e

Fig. f

Fig. g
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Fig. c
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
On the other end of the personal
interactions is the city, interested
in the aggregated data of the above
reviewed transactions. The data serves
as a vehicle to measure the shadow
population in both Fort McMurray and
the surrounding region. If successful,
it can better apply for federal funding
allocations that reflect the reality on
the ground, it can better guide growth,
and ensure service delivery supports
the level of actual usage.
Even though waste management is
perhaps the most visible of urban
services (Whiteman, Smith, Wilson,
date unknown), waste itself is one
of the less visible and less measured
flows of the urban. Illuminating its
dynamics can be insightful in two
ways: waste volume is correlated to
population density and waste kind is
correlated to population temporality.
An added layer of spatiality renders
both relationships powerful.
When MSW is weighed individually
per household, one can begin to
develop average waste volumes
per person in a highly localized and
contextualized manner. Currently,
the highest resolution data publicly
available is at the level of the province,
where the average MSW to landfill
production was 691kg per person
per year in 2012. Per person averages
normalized by district averages, thus
controlling for disposable income and
other factors correlated with waste
volume, allow for both quantitative
and spatial insight into the informal

rental market. Once reliable per
person waste average are determined
for a given area, the city can calculate
the exact number of residents fairly
accurately. This data might equally
help to draw and triangulate new
cartographies of factors correlated
to MSW volume: construction pace,
disposable income (Dorow, 2014),
and crime rates (Anderson, 2005).
Similarly to the establishment of
an average waste volume per person,
one can begin to code average
weights for certain bulky goods
[Fig. h]. The volume and spatialization
of household items such as sofas
or refrigerators shines light on the
frequency of residential turnover in
a fast-paced rental market (Dorow).
This method has been of interest to
anthropologists working in and on the
region, yet it lacked scalability in the
absence of sensing mechanisms.
Beyond the borders of the urban
service area, population fluctuations
in campsites might be made visible
for the first time. As on the household
scale, waste volumes of campsites
illuminate worker density and
seasonal fluctuations [Fig. i].
Despite waste volume and materiality
currently being recorded at the
scale house, the location of origin
remains unknown. Today, the scale
house classifies all non-municipal
vehicles including contractors
carrying campsite waste as “North
Industrial,” or “South Industrial,”
respectively, which encompass almost
all extraction sites outside the urban
service area.

Monitored over time, waste data
patterns will also aid triangulation of
trends in the oil sand operations. It
will lend an additional data layer able
to answer questions such as: which
locations are currently undergoing
the maintenance phase (higher
overall levels of waste as compared
to a specific site’s average)? Which
locations might not operate on a 365day schedule? What are the general
spatial directions of the extraction
sites? Will we see increasingly distant
and dispersed sites? Insights like these
are important to guide municipal and
provincial infrastructure investments.
Further, the establishment of waste
averages and benchmarks on the
scale of the campsite can also emerge
as a control mechanism. Well below
average numbers might be indicative
of illegal discharge.

Fig. h: average weights of typical appliances
and furniture items. Volumes in the work camps
surrounding Fort McMurray.
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The landfill, located seven kilometers south of Fort McMurray, just off Highway 63.
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The scalehouse through which individuals, municipal packers, and contractors pass seven days a week.

TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION
Rather than reinventing the wheel,
we propose a powerful combination
of existing technologies. Specifically
these are digital scales, GPS units,
geofencing, and IFTTT recipes
operating onboard, as well as a GIS
compatible data center for the city
[Fig. j]. All of these are now explored
in turn.
Digital scales
Onboard weighing systems typically
consist of four to eight load cells
(weight sensors) installed between the
truck’s body and its chassis, a junction
box, an inclinometer (an angle sensor
for weight correction in case the
vehicle is slanted), and weighing
electronics in the driver’s cabin.
Radio telemetry transfers the data to
office computers. Onboard scales are
usually bought in from specialized
manufacturers and installed in a
matter of hours. Most systems are
suitable for all configurations of
trucks and all types of suspension.
Their maintenance is low (oftentimes
limited to a biweekly battery
recharge) and driver input is not
required for day-to-day operations.
One exception might be the municipal
truck dedicated to bulky good pickup.
A skip container truck, where the scale
consists of one sensing unit on each
of the two lift arms, presents itself as
suitable option.
The sought-after data can
technically be produced with the
above configuration. However, it is

recommended to explore the option
of replacing the weighing electronics
and radio telemetry in the driver’s
cabin with a smart phone application
able to receive data from the digital
scales, communicate with the GPS,
and transmit data to the city’s
and the contractors’ database.
GPS and geofencing
By now, the Global Positioning System
(GPS) is standard in many trucks,
either in form of stand-alone units or
as part of smartphones. The former
typically consist of a processor, a
GPS receiver, memory, a modem, and
sensor interfaces. However, an app
with integrated GPS functionality
emerges as a cheaper and more
streamlined option. Geofences
are virtual geographic perimeters
(polygons) that plug into the GPS
system and automatically track the
entry and exit of a specified boundary.
Entry and exit serve as trigger for
location-based IFTTT recipes sending
data to various actors.
IFTTT protocols
If-this-than-that is a connector service,
which creates relationships between
different channels using so-called
triggers and actions, i.e. sensing and
actuating. The triggers and actions
are referred to as ingredients of a
recipe. One such recipe is the sending
of invoices from the contractor or city
to the client or resident upon exiting
the geofence of the latter. Another is
a request to a customer to prepare for
the scheduled pick-up upon entering
a geofence that is a specific travel
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time apart from the target location.
A third is of course data transmission
to the city. ArcGIS GeoEvent Processor
is an example of a suitable service.
Application software
A mobile app could improve the
work experience of the drivers, both
municipal and contractor, while
saving the government and their
parent companies the need to invest
into additional mechanical hardware
for onboard scales and GPS units.
The app would need to integrate the
different systems, display load weight,
time stamp and geo stamp it, and
through the GPS recognize geofences
and execute IFTTT protocols.
Database
The databases of both contractors
and municipality are the aggregators
of information. The city might
integrate the collected data into
their extensive ArcGIS library using
the GeoEvent Processor, a relatively
new ArcGIS Server Extension, which
connects real-time data streams and
geofencing.

Fig. j: Technology ecosystem
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Benjamin Scheerbarth
Bitumen Benjamin is a student
of urban planning at Harvard
University’s Graduate School of
Design. Current academic interests
lie in international planning, strategic
urban design, and smart cities.
His background is in organizational
studies, which he studied in
Manchester and Copenhagen.
Benjamin has experience in the
non-profit sector, most notably
through the restructuring of
a Desmond Tutu peace-building
program in Cape Town. In his
professional future, Benjamin aims
to explore the impact of crosscultural contingencies on the
planning process. He remains
convinced that a strong
understanding of, and adaptability
to, the host cultures of planning
interventions is an underexplored
dimension of sustainability in
contemporary planning practice.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

The Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo (RMWB) floats in the vast
taiga of northeast Alberta just below
the Arctic Circle and over 430 km from
Edmonton, the nearest metropolitan
center. This remote place is tethered
to civilization by a long but none
too lonely road – the overburdened
provincial Highway 63. With only
seasonal ice roads extending
any further north and east-west
connections virtually non-existent,
it serves quite literally as a life line for
both the city of Ft. McMurray and the
urban constellation of work camps
surrounding it.
The exceptional abundance of oil
found just beneath the sandy soil
of the region contrasts with the
dearth of anything else in the area
except timber. The shallow layer of
muskeg which constitutes the floor
of the boreal forest is not suitable
for crops or grazing. Although First
Nations groups have been living
in the region for centuries, their
numbers have always been small,
reflecting the marginal capacity of
the local landscape to support the
contemporary population. While
a small portion of food and other
consumer goods are flown in, the

The booming oil sands industry
demands frequent and intense
shipping along the corridor, hosting
some of the largest and heaviest
loads ever carried anywhere in the
world. Despite such traffic, only a few
kilometers have been ‘twinned’ while
the vast majority is still comprised
of dangerous two lane roadway,
with both volume and accident rates
soaring in the past decade.
The uncertainty surrounding the
shadow population which mans the
far flung camps only compounds the
difficulty faced by the municipality
to relieve the vehicular load through
good planning.
THE 10-4-10 PROGRAM
To address the dual challenge of
tracking an elusive population
and relieving traffic stress, civic
authorities can enact the 10-4-10
Program to monitor and restrict
access to the municipality by
heavy vehicles. Depending on the
voluntary divulgement of their load
inventories to a municipal database,

Heavy traffic in the RMWB is a daily nuisance. Photo: www.mymcmurray.com

Persistent scarcity of staple consumer goods
is a common inconvenience in Fort McMurray.

such vessels will be assigned access
to static or fluid delivery windows.
Parsing the resultant data for a
few key indicators can provide an
excellent proxy of human presence.
For instance, tracking shipments of
meat, which is consumed in large
quantities by oil sands workers,
and toilet paper to the same camp
would paint a fairly accurate picture
of real-time workforce dynamics.
The Program developed to acquire
this information will help to control
traffic and streamline logistics.
Even though it will come in the
form of a restriction to incentivize
participation, the tacit result of the
program will benefit the municipality,
citizens, distributors, drivers,
and industry.
The program will take advantage of
the Chief Administrative Officer’s
power to prohibit heavy vehicles
by class for any determined period.
As defined by local bylaws, a heavy
vehicle is any weighing over 7,000kg,
and since an unloaded trailer weighs
over 14,000kg, virtually all vessels
porting cargo of any kind will be
affected. Such restrictions already
apply to oversize and overweight
loads, which must obtain permits and
complete their deliveries in the short
window between two and five in the
morning. By extending these timed
restrictions to the whole spectrum
of trailer types, the municipality
could immediately begin to reap the
benefits of a controlled traffic stream.
Dividing the day into four six-hour
segments, each open only to certain
trailer types, could be correlated with
known logistical patterns to ease
daily traffic routines. Compliance
will be measured with conventional
traffic monitoring devices (which
could be augmented with more

sophisticated technology) located at
key checkpoints along Highway 63,
and enforcement will be fulfilled by
local law officers.

The 10-4-10 Program creates an obstacle
in order to benefit from its own remedy.

Tying access to time is of critical
importance to drivers, who by law
are restricted to Hours of Service.
Whether independent or working
for a company, all drivers in Canada
can only be behind the wheel for 13
hours before taking a mandatory
extended rest break. The Program will
help to monitor these requirements
and ensure that drivers in the RMWB
get enough rest to keep their driving
safe and alert. Since punctuality
and efficiency equate to greater
profits, the 10-4-10 Program could
threaten to inhibit the commercial
success of both carriers and
operators, especially considering the
unpredictable traffic on the five hour
drive from Edmonton.
Yet these threats are largely
hollow because of the two easy,
entirely voluntary ways to opt out:
subscription to the Program or
one-time self-reporting., which will
provide the driver unfettered access
within their Hours of Service.

transmitted through existing devices,
overhead costs should not be more
than 55 Canadian dollars per unit,
well worth the savings in time
and the preservation of flexibility
for drivers regularly servicing the
RMWB. This key to the city can also
be obtained on a per trip basis
through self-reporting by the above
mentioned devices or a simple mobile
app tailored especially to drivers.
Since either subscription or selfreporting will provide the RMWB with
a much needed sample from which
to estimate the local population,
participation and not restriction is
the ultimate aim of the Program.

Subscription will entail registering
each participating vehicle with
a municipal database and providing
the RMWB, via widely used existing
onboard devices like GPS and
electronic logs, with information
about the vehicles current cargo
and destination. Because it is the
consolidation of existing records

RECIPROCAL LOGISTICS
The 10-4-10 Program creates
an obstacle in order to benefit from
its own remedy. In exchange for data
about freight, the driver can have
unlimited access according to their
own schedule. The municipality then
better understands what goods are
going where and when within its
jurisdiction to plan appropriately for
development. Carriers can tap into
this data to help them streamline
their schedules, which in turn
should help to alleviate some of the
chronic shortages faced by citizens
in the RMWB. This reciprocal sharing
builds upon existing but unilateral

carriers

PRODUCTION

data networks and widely deployed
technology, requiring minimal
investment on the part of either
private or public entities. Just like
the classic citizens band radio code
for affirmative, 10-4, and its reverse
inquisitive form 4-10, the Program will
create a dialogue between city
and commerce to the benefit of all.

DISTRIBUTION

drivers

trailers

PARCEL

OWNER/OPERATOR

BOX

LTL

EMPLOYEE

FLATBED

TL

TEMP

REFRIGERATED

FTL

ENDORSED

TANKER

OVERSIZE

DRIVER/SALES

DUMP

LESS THAN
TRUCK LOAD

PRODUCTION

PROCUREMENT

CONSUMPTION

CONSUMPTION

DISPOSAL

The ideal logistics chain should be fluid,
transparent, and reciprocal.

However, the complex, myriad components of distribution often mean critical is not properly logged
or transfered. This mere sample of carrier, driver, and trailer types suggests the infinite permutations
which can hinder a streamlined logisitics chain..
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HIGHWAY 63 - LIFE (and DEATH) LINE

vast majority find their way to the
municipality via Highway 63 (and its
looped spur 881).. The long journey
to distribution points southward
along with sustained gaps in the
logistics chain mean that scarcity of
basic consumer goods is a common
inconvenience for local residents.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

In the proposed restricted entry
scenario of the Program, truck drivers
would be alerted to their status
via their GPS console. Drivers for

6

For drivers with companies
unaffiliated with the Program,
their on board interface will provide
them with information about which
static delivery window they fall into
based on their load type. If they are
arriving to a checkpoint outside their
specified window, it will direct them
to the nearest staging area or truck
stop where they can wait, rest, and
socialize. Should a driver not wish
to wait for their allotted window,
they can opt into the Program by
self-reporting their shipping contents
to receive a one-trip pass through
the municipality. Both self-reporting

To familiarize truckers with the
Program, it will be explicitly
advertised on displays and billboards
at the trucks stops and scales both
within the RMWB and along Highway
63. This will reinforce their continued
status as the preeminent space for
dissemination of information about
common labor interests. General
awareness of the Program will be
made through visual campaigns
at the checkpoints to emphasize
the physical and geographical
peculiarities which create the
situation in the first place. The decals
adorning participating trucks will
also provide contextual specificity
and geographic associations for what
are often overlooked as placeless
vessels by the passerby.

Hospital St ahead
Hospital St ahead

10-4-10

Hospital St ahead
Hospital St ahead

WARNING!

restrictions in force

6
1

6

6

6

6

2

!
Hospital St

Hospital St

ahead

10-4-10

6
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and monitoring by the municipality
can be done through their on board
console, or with a simple mobile app
if they do not have such equipment.
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The increasing ubiquity of global
positioning systems (GPS) as
a navigational tool and electronic
logs for Hours of Service in
commercial vehicles provides in situ
interfaces for personal interaction
with the 10-4-10 Program. The
enhanced commercial versions
already provide a wealth of data to
both drivers and the carriers and
brokers who employ them. For the
driver, they offer optimized directions
and warnings of restricted or
compromised routes with integrated
and less error prone record keeping.
For the carrier, they provide real time
tracking and can be used to alert for
route deviation, container tampering,
and failure to comply with regulation.

participating carriers will have real
time monitoring of their dynamic
13-hour delivery window. This will
help them to plan optimal routes
based on current traffic conditions,
intervals between stops, and speed,
while simultaneously providing
the municipal database with a
comprehensive picture of shipments
along their stretch of Highway 63.

ahead

10-4-10

6

3

The 10-4-10 Program can easily be installed on
existing commercial vehicle GPS platforms.
In addition to standard information on navigation
and handling, the interface can display the amount
of time remaining on a participating driver’s
Hours of Service (top) or warn an unaffiliated
driver of their status for access (bottom).

4

ARE YOU CARRYING
ANY TOILET PAPER?

YES

LICENSE PLATE NUMBER:

OBTAIN KEY

13
Hospital St
10-4-10

Hospital St

ahead

ahead

10-4-10

If a driver so chooses, they may input the contents
of their load via a dashboard console like GPS or
an electronic log or utilize a custom app from the
RMWB to obtain a temporary key (right).

11
13
Unaffiliated drivers are subject to short & static
delivery windows (top) while participating drivers
take advantage of a longer, dynamic winodw
which maximizes their Hours of Service (bottom).

11

When arriving to the RMWB (1), an unaffiliated driver may be surprised to discovery their access is
restricted based on their load type as conveyed by a range of external characteristics (2). However, by
simply inputing a few key indicators and their license plate number into a dashboard or personal device,
these restrictions can be instantly lifted (3), with a one time pass granting unfettered access within the
driver’s Hours of Service (4).

NO

DESTINATION:
SUNCOR MILLENNIUM
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

The program will also ensure
unaffiliated drivers interact with the
urban space of the municipality in
a mutually beneficial way. Voluntary
participation through self-reporting
will provide entrepreneurial access
to the city at any time the driver

wishes within their Hours of Service,
but will also shore up gaps in data
collected by the municipality. Even
those who choose not to participate
will nevertheless provide tacit data
via conventional traffic sensors
combined with allotted shipping
windows. They will also activate the
periurban spaces of the staging areas
and take advantage of local services
in the municipality and camps while
waiting, stimulating the regional
economy and culture. Existing and
potential new staging areas, to
accommodate an anticipated increase
in idle trucks, will closely correspond
to the enforcement checkpoints,
making these previously vaguely
suburban spaces now associated with
the dynamics of municipal mobility.
While the 10-4-10 Program will
streamline the movement of goods
to and from the municipality, it will
also reveal the dynamic structure of
its human settlement. With realtime knowledge of the contents,
destination, and frequency of carriers,
the RMWB can infer and visualize the
activity and population anywhere
along its stretch of highway.

FT. MCMURRAY

EDMONTON

CALGARY

The 10-4-10 Program operates within the linear corridor of Highway 63 which,
by extension, connects it to the entire road network of Canada and North America.

Within the province of Alberta, Highway 63
is the life line which connects the RMWB
with Edmonton and the wider world beyond.
The entire stretch, both within and outside
the municipality, benefits from the Program.
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The ‘technology totem’ is a highly notable protagonist along the Highway
63 corridor. Pole mounted sensors are widely used and, depending on
the sophistication of the exact device utilized, range from economical to
expensive. Its successive and interchangeable sensors will not only collect
data but also process it and transmit signals back to the drivers of heavy
vehicles, making these poles an active and dynamic element of the highway
experience which dually function to promote awareness of the Program.
Photo: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alberta_Highway_63
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The persistent stream of trucks
necessary to support the RMWB
and its infrastructure intensive oil
sands industries have transformed
the Highway 63 corridor into a
linear urban space passing through
otherwise bucolic grazing land
and pristine boreal forests. While
recent efforts to ‘twin’ the road
around Fort McMurray have greatly
improved capacity, travel times, and
safety, most of it remains a slow
and harrowing two-lane journey.
While it boasts some of the highest
tonnage per kilometer in Canada,
as well as some of the heaviest
and bulkiest loads ever carried on
any highway, it unfortunately also
hosts disproportionately high traffic
and accident rates. The 10-4-10
Program realigns this urban space by
managing and optimizing access for
tractor trailers while simultaneously
garnering the data to understand
the shifting dynamics their presence
implies.

The highway corridor is the common
link between the conventional urban
space of Fort McMurray and the
dynamic encampments dispersed
throughout the municipality, as well
as the wider world beyond.
Restricting and monitoring its flows
of cargo engages all of these discrete
spaces, with potential benefits for
each. Participating carriers and
their far flung oil industry clients
can take advantage of the realtime management services of a
coordinated third-party to maximize
time and minimize waste.
For the urban service area, enhanced
distribution will help to combat
chronic shortages of common
consumer goods and limit traffic
congestion. For all parties along the
entirety of Highway 63, within and
without the RMWB, the network will
provide safer, more fluid travel.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

To ensure unaffiliated and selfreporting drivers adhere to their
respective windows and temporal
privileges, a series of ‘technology
totems’ at key checkpoints along the

69

plate and vehicle identification
numbers which will be instantly
relayed to local law enforcement
to avoid unnecessary stops.
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The 10-4-10 Program relies primarily
on synthesizing existing data
networks in new, comprehensive
ways. As such, it will reduce the
burden of the municipality to collect
and store data since most of these
sources are already available, albeit
segmented and not shared. Overhead
can be further reduced by only
monitoring those trucks within the
boundaries of the RMWB, realized
through the use of geo-fencing in
conjunction with on board GPS
tracking. Designed to work with
existing devices, newer versions of
the software can easily be baked into
more efficient future models.

highway will use a combination of
conventional and more sophisticated
sensors to remotely identify typical
traffic data such as speed, count,
and class, but also infrared and
structure-for-motion imagery to
discern temperature and specific
form. A series of booleans can parse
commercial from private vehicles and
even narrow these down to those
carrying box and refrigerated trailers,
the two vessels used to transport
perishables indicative of human
presence. The totems will not only
receive but also transmit information
to the driver. A simple green arrow
or red X, not unlike what is currently
used in weigh stations throughout
North America, will indicate whether
a driver meets the criteria, by scan
or by signal from their GPS, to pass.
The temporary key assigned through
self-reporting will be communicated
to the checkpoint via the drivers on
board GPS or, if a driver does not have
one, through registry of their license

Devices on the totems can be
successional, meaning a since kind of
sensor can relay data without relying
on any of the others to function.
This will help the municipality to
invest incrementally as desired, from
the cheapest equipment to the most
expensive. Even with the most basic
traffic counting devices, the gradual
siphoning of heavy vehicle traffic at
the checkpoints will suggest volume
going to specific camps.
This incomplete picture will not fully
reveal the contents of the trailer, but
in tandem with the samples provided
by the Program and other data, it
will certainly paint a more accurate
picture than is currently available.

The 10-4-10 Program builds upon the wide array
of technologies and networks already employed
by both municipal authorities and truck drivers.
Conventional and innovtive traffic monitoring,
GPS, and cellular are all widely utilized today,

$$$

but their respective datasets are rarely compared.
The Program innovatively synthesizes data
from all these technologies to better understand
logistical dynamics in the RMWB. It also relays
critical data back to the driver.

STRUCTUREFOR-MOTION
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The technology totem (left) can utilize some or all
of a succesion of remote sensing devices, ranging
from simple pressure cables to sophisticated
structure-for-motion imagery, to register, count,
and classify heavy vehciles.. The wealth of data

collected at the checkpoints can be parsed through
a series of boolean to identify potential carriers of
the key indicators used by the RMWB to calculate
population dynamics in Fort McMurray and the
work camps around it. The imprecision of the this

information gathered in passing can be hedged
against the samples gathered through voluntary
divulgement and participants in the Program.
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The combination of GPS tracking and remote
sensing registration at the checkpoints gives the
RMWB an accurate, real-time picture of heavy
vehicles within its boundaries. Even without
knowing exactly what is contained within every
trailer, the database can illustrate volume, speed,
and location to aid in traffic planning.
With reciprocal logistics, the municipality can
work with carriers to evenly stagger deliveries.
By streamlining the delivery process, backups can
be avoided and delivery of consumer goods to the
city of Ft. McMurray will be enhanced.

For unaffiliated drivers, monitoring will be made
through a series of checkpoints at key locations
along Highway 63. Utilizing the ‘technology
totem’, the municipality can count and classify
shipments and deduce their destination by
siphoning the volume and comparing it to the
known location of work camps. The checkpoints
will also relay signals to drivers and to the police
regarding accessibility priveleges and violations.
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Building on the specificity of the samples collected
from 10-4-10 Program and the less sophisticated
but comprehensive traffic counts from the
checkpoints, the municipality can visualize the
quantities of certain consumer goods going to the
dispersed and isolated work camps. By comparing
these key indicators, a snapshot of the population
of the RMWB can be deduced to enhance
planning decisions.

For participating drivers, monitoring will begin
once their truck has crossed the geo-fence of the
RMWB’s borders as indicated by a signal from
their on board GPS. Once activated, the municipal
database can tap into and consolidate the existing
records of diverse carriers and brokers with no
delay to the shipment.
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Hydration Station:
Tracking Water Consumption to Measure
Human Population Growth Dynamics
by Bonnie Wong

When not working toward realizing
a brighter urban future, he enjoys
watching movies, reading literature,
cycling, visitng art galleries, and
exploring cities.

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT

PROJECT
DESCRIPTION
POPULATION DYNAMIC CHALLENGES
The Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo (“RMWB” or “Wood Buffalo”)
has gone through unprecedented
population growth since the early
2000’s, with the global surge in
bitumen and oil sands extraction
business. Based on the latest census
count in 2012, RMWB, which is
composed of an urban service center-Fort McMurray--as well as nine rural
communities, has swelled to
a population of 116,407, a whopping
124.5% jump from 2000. Out of the
roughly 116,000 residents, 63%
are living in and around the urban
service area (Fort McMurray), 34% are
residing in work camps, and 3% are
residing in rural communities and
hamlets (Regional Municipality of
Wood Buffalo, Census Report, 2012).
Oil sands production has no doubt
been the leading contributor to this
explosive population growth yet
every person we spoke with locally
recognized the importance of it to
the local economy and way of life.
Many lament the lack of shopping
amenities and infrequent store
restocks, but few have heard from

What little we do know about the
work camp sites can be found
in the census conducted by the
Municipality, which is commendable
in its extensive efforts to better
understand this population segment.
From the latest census report, which
conducted a representative census
of 88 camp sites with census surveys
covering 1,801 camp site residents
and 9 in-person campsite visits, we
already find some telling facts about
these so-called “transient” workers.
On average, the people residing
in the campsites have been living
in campsites for three years, with
53% of those surveyed having lived
and worked in the campsites for
over three years. While we do not
know the exact duration—say, some
workers stay for 2 weeks at a time
and others may stay for months—
we can still conclude that there is
essentially a sizeable chunk (~15% of

It turns out that it may be more a
problem of the former, rather than
the latter. In fact, 60.9% of the people
surveyed said that lack of affordable
housing is the main driving factor
as to why they have failed to build a
permanent home in the municipality.
The fact that the largest income
earners in the municipality (oil sands
workers can make average wages of
over $200,000) find it difficult to find
affordable housing in the region is
a testament to a longer-term issue
that the city must address. My project
seeks to build a better understanding
of the migration and movement of
these workers so that the city can
better understand the migration
patterns of this important segment.

The Hydration Station project is
focused on using an important point
of water consumption to dynamically
track population changes in realtime at the oil sands working sites.
My project objective is to design a
smart water cooler system that will
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people can be better understood by
the municipality. The municipality
will be able to see (in aggregate data)
the flow of people by looking at the
frequency of water consumption
as well as seasonal, monthly, and
daily patterns in people flow at the
campsites.
Finally, the project helps the
municipality to better understand the
working conditions and experiences
of the people residing in campsites.
The smart water cooler system has
GPS-enabled location tracking, which
enables the municipality to track
not only the frequency and amount
of water consumed, but will also
enable the municipality to identify
geographic and temporal trends.
Over time, the data will enable
the municipality to have a better
understanding of the movement of
people at these remote works sites.
The municipality will be able to see
the flow of people by looking at the
frequency of water consumption as
well as seasonal, monthly, and daily
patterns in people flow at the work
sites.
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Source: Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo,
Census Report, 2012

YEAR

some of the most affected population
segments, that of the transient
working populations that reside in
the camp sites, often far away from
the city both in the physical and
emotional sense.
Work camps are the economic driving
engine of the region, but very little
is known about its inhabitants. From
the 2012 official census figures,
we know that this population has
grown the fastest—at an annualized
growth rate of 17.1% from 2000 to

Second, employers can access and
utilize the data on an aggregate
level to understand the health
and working conditions of its
employees. Health and safety are
top priorities for the oil sands
companies in a stressful working
environment. As a matter of fact,
companies are investing significant
time and resources in ensuring that
their employees show up to work
sober, fit, and healthy. Integrating
a smart water cooler system where
its employees can have a better
understanding of their health is
a key benefit to both employers
and employees, and also offers the
opportunity for employers to develop
appropriate programming to suit its
employees’ needs.

First and foremost, employees
will have better knowledge and
control over their hydration levels.
The Hydration Station smart water
cooler system collects important
data on the employee’s well-being
throughout the day. Based on the
frequency of water consumption
and predictive models that are
tailored to an employees’ unique vital
statistics, it sends useful reminders
to the employee via a smartphone
Finally, the project helps the
municipality to better understand
or feature phone platform to inform
the working conditions and
them of the need to stay hydrated.
experiences of the people residing in
Employees can also choose to
Figure 39: Population in project accommodations from 2000-2012
integrate their own wellness or
campsites. Because the smart water
cooler system tracks the frequency
fitness mobile applications with the
and amount of water consumed,
dashboard to get a holistic sense of
over time, aggregate patterns of
their personal health.
hydration and the movement of

PROJECT OBJECTIVE
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  -‐ 2012	
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seamlessly serve as a frequent point
of hydration and data intersection
for workers working at the campsites
and through which we can collect
useful data to the employee,
employer, and municipality. Through
the use of the Hydration Station,
three main stakeholders will benefit
from the gathering of information.

the population) who are living out
of their suitcase, unable or unwilling
to make a long-term home out of the
municipality.

Movement of people Source: Catholic Chapter House

Lack of affordable housing is a problem in the
municipality.

Oil sands extraction
work site.
Source: RMWB
Census Report, 2012

Bitumen production drives the local economy.
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2012, almost four times that of the
urban service area and over twice the
overall population average of 7.0%.
(The rural populations remain largely
unchanged). Yet, what are the needs
of this population that are not being
addressed? How is the growth of this
population segment impacting life in
the broader community?

POPULATION COUNT
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

First, say there is an employee named
Todd who is an engineer at one of the
bitumen extraction sites. He decides
that after staring at the computer
screen for a few hours that is long
due for some hydration. He then gets
up, approaches the Hydration Station,
and as he naturally would dispense
water from a cooler system using his

Given that there is a direct benefit
to knowing one’s hydration levels,
the Hydration Station also offers
the option for employees to “optin” and request access to his/her
personal hydration data. As soon
as an employee has finished his
water break, the amount of water
and timing of consumption can be
instantaneously sent back to the
employee himself so that he can
monitor his hydration levels and
health. The employee can then check
his phone and see exactly what
his hydration levels are and get
some suggested health tips such as
“stretch more often” or “talk a walk
outside after lunch” that will help
guide him on his path to a healthier
work style. If the employee does
not have a smartphone, he can still
receive this information via SMS
service or log onto his personal
health website to see how he is
doing. Furthermore, with the advent
of wearable technologies that
monitor health, it will be relatively
easy for the employee to integrate
different health mobile applications
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and utilize the Hydration Station
application dashboard to consolidate
his personal health data.

I	
  wonder	
  how	
  
I’m	
  doing	
  today	
  

It is important to note that virtually
no difference in behavior is required
from an employee to ensure the
viability of the system. What the
project will result in is a greater
awareness of the need to stay
hydrated and get adequate breaks
throughout a sometimes strenuous
workday. The project actually
incentivizes employers to take an
interest in their employees’ health
and well-being by making it easier
for employers to track aggregate
hydration and stress patterns to
see what could be the appropriate
health and community intervention
programs it needs to provide to
better serve is employees.

There is no behavioral change required of the water consumer. Employees can approach the Hydration Station at anytime and dispense water as necessary.
Unique user identity data is seamlessly recorded via the employee’s name badge, and then stored securely on the remote server.
Hydration levels help both the employee
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Example of interface design for
INTEGRATIVE HEALTH APPLICATION
ON SMARTPHONE
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Employee can access historical personal health statistics and get daily tips
for stretching and exercising. Overall hydration status is clearly displayed.

Next	
  Phys.	
  Therapy	
  Appt	
  

Hydration data can be seamlessly integrated into other wellness
and fitness applications. Reminders for key wellness appointments
and ability to customize to user’s fitness regimen increase usability.
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The main nexus of personal
interaction at the center of this
project is through an oil sands
worker’s interaction with the
Hydration Station water cooler
system. Given the corrosive nature of
oil sands extraction, potable water
at the working camp sites must
be replenished through outside
sources via cooler systems in order
to ensure quality and drinkability.
Employees working at the oils sands
and living at the campsites away
from the main urban service area
rely solely on water cooler systems
as their hydration source. Every
employee must drink water and
stay hydrated during the day as s/
he completes a 10-12 hour shift so
drinking water is an important point
of personal interaction. Given an
average workday with an employee
needing at least eight cups of water
to stay hydrated, I estimate that an
employee will have to visit the water
cooler station at least five times a
day. This represents a frequent and
vital point of personal interaction
that will enable my project to get the
data needed.

thumb and hand, presses the water
button to dispense fresh water for
consumption. At this point, the water
cooler can record his identity based
on the read of his employee ID given
that he and his body will be in close
proximity of the Hydration Station
as well as the volume of water
consumed and time of consumption.
This valuable information is then
instantly stored and sent to various
stakeholders such as the municipality
and the employer.
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changes more easily when looking
at patterns of water consumption
over time. The municipality may also
be able to identify opportunities to
plan and develop short-term housing
options for seasonal workers who
would like to stay in the urban service
area.
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Location and size of work sites can be extrapolated from Hydration Station data
by the municipality to provide a clear mapping of dynamic population growth.

Map Credit: Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo, Census Report 2012
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Analyses and Reports can also be generated
to illustrate seasonality changes and migration
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The municipality dashboard provides a real-time
pulse on the employment levels, tracking patterns
in consumption, trends in user movements,
as well as generating cross-temporal and crosssectional reports to evaluate population change.
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The municipality can see changes in
the flow of people at the personal
level or aggregate level, tracking
changes in population through a
simple dashboard of information.
The data collected can be analyzed
for seasonal differences. Perhaps
there is data on a group of employees
who only work in the winter months
and are absent during summer
months. This information can help the
municipality understand and plan for

MUNICIPAL DASHBOARD INTERFACE
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Cross-camp comparisons are a useful way
to analyze usage rates and population growth
rates across different work sites.
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At the urban level, the Hydration
Station smart water cooler system
provides important statistics and
data on water consumption patterns
and health levels of a growing but
often ill-understood population.
While work camp populations are
officially recorded at 34% of the
total population in RMWB, they
are the fastest growing population
segment in the region, growing at
an annualized rate of 17.1%. Actual
numbers of people working at these
remote campsites are estimated to
be much higher but given limited
access to these opaque camp sites,
we can only use water as a proxy
to determine the actual physical
movement (how long one stays in
the municipality for work, how often
does one return to work, what are
one’s hours of labor, etc.) and health
outcomes (average hydration levels,
changes in frequency and amount
of water consumption, etc.) of this
important population segment.

While the use of the water cooler
system will primarily be concentrated
in the work sites, the actual data
is very useful at the urban level in
terms of understanding how to best
serve this population segment. As the
municipality is genuinely interested
and motivated to grow a long-term
community and tax base in the region,
first understanding what the needs
of this population are will be vital
to its long-term planning program.
From the municipality planning
point of view, the data collected on
location, time, volume, and identity
of consumption can be used and
disseminated in many different ways.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

There are three key advantages in
integrating the technologies of the
Hydration Station as the point of data
collection:
First, the Hydration Station
represents a frequent point of
contact for workers at these work

Second, the timing of consumption
can be mapped out to provide a
temporal overview of consumption
patterns, whether hourly, daily, or
seasonally. This data is extremely
useful when looking at the patterns
of migration over time.
Finally, due to the ubiquity of
employee identification cards and
the relatively inexpensive application
of RFID technology, each unique
Hydration Station user will have his
or her own data footprint, allowing

the municipality to see even the
most granular change in population
movement over time. A short-range
RFID tag costs between $0.50 and
$5, and given that all employees
at the work sites already have ID
tags and use them in a variety of
functions including swiping for
access to various work supplies, the
incremental cost is negligible and the
badge adoption rate is virtually 100%.
When the user comes in contact
with the Hydration Station, their
identity can then be easily read via
the Hydration Station’s RFID reader
system.
The seamless integration of relatively
simple technologies is what will
enable the Hydration Station to have
a substantial impact in tracking the
flow of people in the region.

Porous IMOD/LED Display Array
GPS Technology
Image courtesy of GPS.gov

RFID Tag & Reader System
Image courtesy of Bar Code Graphics, Inc.

conclusion
In seeking to enable a real-time
tracking of population changes and
movements, the Hydration Station
project recognizes the broader
impact of being able to understand
population changes over time.
From the municipality’s official
census report, we already know
some very important consumption
and behavioral patterns of this
population segment. Sixteen percent
visit Fort McMurray at least once
a week, with over half visiting the
urban service area at least once a
month. This is at odds with the claims
that many oil sands companies
make when they assert that their
workers who are residing outside of
the city have no impact on the local
community.
In fact, these workers comprise a vital
part of the broader community of
the urban service area, and any key

stakeholder—whether the employer
or the municipality—would be remiss
if they did not consider the long-term
implications of a migrant worker
population, especially if they believe
in the long-term growth potential
of the municipality. No employee is
just a worker—s/he is simultaneous
a consumer, a user, and community
member—and my project seeks
to humanize and understand the
health needs and outcomes of this
important population segment.
Finally, my project aspires to make
a long-term impact in community
development. That water near and
beneath the oil sands production
areas is unfit to drink and consume
should come as no surprise to
anyone. In monitoring the aggregate
water consumption and health
outcomes of this population, I hope
to help the city derive a better
understanding of the long-term
infrastructure planning needs for

The Hydration Station smart water
cooler project seeks to integrate
all key stakeholders into an
ecosystem whereby real-time data
on consumption levels, hydration
statistics, location of work sites,
and population changes can be
tracked dynamically.

the region. What will help to ensure
that the movement and consumption
of water can be more sustainable
in the region? How can the city
build and disperse relevant public
health and community services in
the region to better serve these
not-so-transient workers? Answering
these big questions will enable
the municipality to better address
the long-term planning needs of
the region and help make Regional
Municipality of Wood Buffalo a place
people would like to call home.
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The Hydration Station offers a
seamless upgrade to a traditional
water cooler system, integrating
the use of GPS (Global Positioning
System) and RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) sensing capabilities
to identify and track dynamically
the users in the system. Perhaps the
biggest technological advantage
is the ease of use—employees and
any water consumer will not have
to modify their behavior—the
technology is virtually invisible and
non-intrusive to the user.

sites. As such, the data collected is
in real-time, providing a dynamic
measure of the magnitude, flow,
and movement of people in each
specific area pertaining to a
Hydration Station. Location can
be identified using integrated
GPS technology and then it can
be channeled directly back to the
municipality so as to provide a realtime mapping of these changes.
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Bonnie is a Master of Business
Administration student at
Massachusetts Instiutte of
Technology, focusing on
sustainability and social enterprise
development. A proud native of New
Jersey, she has long been fascinated
by cities and their ability to create
dialogue and engage with the people
who live, work, and inhabit their
spaces.

The Hydration Station smart water
cooler project seeks to integrate
all key stakeholders into an
ecosystem whereby real-time data
on consumption levels, hydration
statistics, location of work sites,
and population changes can be
tracked dynamically.

Prior to enrolling at the MIT
Sloan School of Management,
Bonnie worked in public finance
helping local cities and state
governments raise capital for various
infrastructure and civic projects. In
addition to her interest in cities, she
is passionate about enabling student
and traditionally underserved
entrepreneurs to succeed. At MIT,
she is the lead organizer for the MIT
Global Startup Workshop, where
she organized a hands-on, three-day
conference in Marrakech, Morocco,
bringing together over 350 students
and entrepreneurial mentors from
over 40 countries around the world.
She has also volunteered in Tibet and
Thailand, working with local nonprofit community organizations to
grow their social enterprises.
Bonnie graduated magna cum
laude from Brown University with a
B.A. in International Relations and
Economics. Her favorite cities (in
alphabetical order) are: Bangkok,
Boston, Istanbul, Melbourne, and
New York.
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Digital visions for the Dallas
public transportation system
Transportation networks are a
defining characteristic of modern
cities. In the first half of the 20th
century the automobile took
hold of our daily lives and urban
imaginations, as a consequence
planners around the world reshaped
cities around this invention with
profound consequences for urban
form, and the environment. Perhaps
nowhere around the world did this
phenomenon happen in a larger
scale than in the United States.
Perhaps one of the most iconic
“car centric” places in the
country is the City of Dallas and
its environs. Here a weaving net
of highways crisscross the 13
counties that form the Metro
Area, where more than 6 million
people live, work and play. Dallas
is a city where driving commuters
flood the highways and where
parking structures are frequent
images in the city’s landscape.
It is in this context that the Dallas
Area Rapid Transit (DART) has the
constant challenge of convincing
Dallas inhabitants and visitors to
reduce their dependency on the
automobile and instead use the
public transportation system.
To do this, DART manages a
multimodal transportation
infrastructure that is used by
over 220,000 daily passengers
and includes the largest light rail
system in the nation as well as
over 600 buses that cover a service
area of over 700 square miles.
However, even with the many
different transportation services
provided by DART, less than 5% of
the Dallas Metro Area population
use them on a frequent basis.

For the spring 2014 Semester,
Senseable City Lab partnered with
DART to design digital solutions
that could help increase ridership
in the city’s public transportation
system, particularly in buses. As
in previous years, we conducted a
Spring Digital City Design Workshop
class at MIT, where four Graduate
Level students from MIT and Harvard
imagined and designed possible
solutions for this challenge. They
came from a variety of disciplines
and cultural backgrounds, which
I believe enriches the visions here
presented. The following pages
showcase the results of their work.
Variations and re-imaginations
of bus stops and shelters was a
recurring theme in the proposals.
This makes sense, since bus shelters
usually function as the first point
of contact between DART and its
users. As such they are an ideal
point for potential transformation
that could showcase both a new
face of DART, and a new way of
experimenting and introducing
new services to the population.
Students envisioned different
configurations, functionalities and
services that can be created using
readily available, or soon to be
available technologies. Additionally,
a high level of integration with
smartphone functionality was
often envisioned. This is both
a reflection of recognizing the
smartphone as a critical personal
device in our daily lives, as well as
leveraging the current penetration
of the DART app, which has been
downloaded over 150,000 times.
We begin with Duncan’s proposal,
which re-imagines both bus shelters
and blades. He proposes a series
of modular designs that are highly

configurable and flexible; paired
with a series of digital sensors and
interfaces geared towards enhancing
the functionality of bus shelters and
the overall user experience. Foremost
among these, an Artificial Intelligence
based Digital Personal Assistant
that follows users throughout their
experience riding the DART system.
This assistant performs many more
things than just providing contextual
information. It humanizes interaction
with DART’s information systems,
while gradually becoming a daily
fixture, a familiar voice that speaks
and connects with users on behalf
of DART. It makes DART’s services
friendly and accessible to all.
Pierre chose to focus instead on
creating a seemingly simple, but
transformational service that
connects users and drivers in realtime through their smartphones
and digital terminals respectively.
The purpose of this service is to
allow users to dynamically request
buses to wait for them if they are
close by. One of the most prevalent
problems regarding the perception
of bus service quality emanates from
the low frequency of buses, which
produces a high time cost for people
who miss their bus. Pierre’s solution
systematizes an added flexibility to
the bus system, which can greatly
improve this situation. His platform,
not only handles requests, but also
provides drivers with the relevant
information required to decide
whether they can accommodate
them. By linking users and drivers
and adding flexibility to rigid
schedule structures, his solution
provides a higher degree of
immediacy of service. More so, it
hints at a larger transformational
process for the future; that of
a fully dynamic, on-demand
bus transportation system.
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Namjoo centered her efforts on
designing a better bus blade. For
every bus shelter in the city of
Dallas there are about 10 blades;
and with more than 10,000 already
installed in the city, they are the
most ubiquitous piece of public
transportation infrastructure on the
ground. They also account for the
largest amount of spots where users
can get on a bus. Namjoo structured
her approach in two ways; first,
she analyzed the potential impact
of blending in digital technologies
with such a prevalent piece of urban
infrastructure, in order to provide
better functionality and services.
Second, she completely redesigned
the bus blade, and reinterpreted it
as an iconic piece of urban furniture
for the city; a new emblem for the
image of DART and Dallas, as easily
recognizable as other icons from
cities around the world. Unlike those
however, Namjoo’s icon is one for
the digital age, one that proposes
not only a beautiful aesthetic form,
but also reframes the service and
communicational possibilities that
digital technologies bring us today.

do not gravitate around technology
itself; instead they are grounded
around a more fundamental need.
How do we make transportation
services more human in the future?
It is only by answering this question
that we will reinforce the use of
public transportation in our modern
societies; a critical need for today’s
socioeconomic and environmental
realities. Hopefully, some of the ideas
included in the next chapters can
help DART and Dallas lead the way.

D1
DARTstop
by Duncan Corrigall

Finally, Longrui challenges the
necessity of having fixed locations
serving as spots where one can take
the bus as a public transportation
paradigm. He proposes a radical
alternative; that of a bus stop that
can be dynamically deployed and
relocated depending on users
demand. By using drone technology,
Longrui creates “emergent” bus
stops that can simply pop-up on
and fly towards users on-request.
They are controlled by a dynamic
dispatch system, which synchronizes
with the operating buses. His work
explores a series of scenarios where
such a platform could be initially
used, especially around mass events,
such as concerts or sports games;
a common occurrence in Dallas.
Ultimately, while seemingly disparate
works; all of the proposals touch a
common thread. How can digital
technologies transform public
transportations systems? The
projects presented answer that by
envisioning new services uses and
forms created with the aid of digital
technologies. However, the projects

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

‘DARTstop’ proposes a high-tech,
brushed steel bus stop design
with a touchscreen, microphone/

The microphone expands the
accessibility of the regular network
to the blind and the elderly. Realtime data collection allows DART to
run a parallel fleet of buses keeping
capacity perfectly attuned to
demand, and to tweak routes based
on passenger-provided location data.
Location alerts trigger early-running
buses to wait for nearby passengers.
E-ink technology allows the stop to
double as a taxi rank and emergency
911 contact point.

The system is designed with
personality, befitting its status as
the primary contact between the
passenger and DART. The software
greets its users and offers several
unique combinations of answers
to every relevant question. It keeps
users up to date, for instance sending
push notifications about traffic and
weather events on their normal
commuting route but knowing not
to send the same on a weekend. Realtime and historic data is checked for
every query, with the system offering
suggestions about which bus is the
most appropriate rather than simply
the next one timetabled.
These services will combine to
improve both the external perception
of the network and the passenger’s
experience in using it.

HARDWARE

Motion sensor camera: this identifies
those people standing at the stop
that do not have Bluetooth enabled,
triggering a standard spoken or
written interaction. The unit powers
down into energy saving mode
whenever the motion sensor detects
no one is present.

Speaker & Microphone:
allowing verbal interaction with the
system.

Bluetooth 4.0:
Low-power wireless connectivity for
local area to synch with users using
registered phones.

Photovoltaic cells, lithium-ion battery
unit and grounded connection:
The system works on a dual-power
logic, utilizing solar power when
available and accessing the main
power lines only when necessary.
The unit will store power using the
lithium-ion battery. The battery is
thermally shielded to avoid heat
damage.

Wireless router:
Built in router transforms DARTstop
into a wireless hotspot, providing
bus users access to free bandwidth
within a few feet of each bus stop.
E-Ink ‘flag’:
A curved color e-ink screen is used to
identify to bus drivers when someone
is at the stop, as well as well to signal
when the stop is closed. A LED light
system reflecting on screen switches
on at night.
E-Ink screen:
Protected with polycarbonate casing
or a Gorilla Glass equivalent to reduce
thve potential for vandalism, with a
capacitive system embedded on the
surface for touch-screen capabilities.

Passengers waiting at a DARTstop Shelter
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The Dallas Area Rapid Transit
authority (DART) is seeking a new
bus stop to improve user experience
at the stop, in order to improve the
perception of the overall bus network
and increase the number of people
using it. The design of the stops at
current has been overwhelmingly
focused on vandalism, resulting
in combinations of unreflective
fiberglass and navy blue steel mesh.
Where timetables are provided they
are text-heavy and user-unfriendly. By
changing the nature of these stops
DART can improve the perception of
bus transit even among those groups
that do not use the service.

speaker for spoken interaction,
and technologies for real-time data
collection. It accepts its context in
the era of the smartphone – when
established services have taken on
the everyday roles of trip planning
and timetabling – by seeking to
extend these functions rather than
repeating them.

Wireless Connection:
Connects to 4G LTE wireless Internet
through the wireless data network in
the DART bus coverage area.

SOC, ‘System on a Chip’:
Fully integrated central processing
unit and graphics processing unit
on a single chip, supported by solid
state memory. Chipset equal to Tegra
K1, running a Google Android based
platform.
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HARDWARE

When a user looks up a timetable
or bus route, the system checks
it against a broad range of data
to advise the user if the closest
timetable match is the best choice
for them, or if there is another
more appropriate option. The
data it analyzes includes external
considerations like traffic, weather,
reports, bus trip counters, bus
stop counters, and historical data
on previous bus routes. If run
through the phone application, the
software can also check against the
user’s other applications like their
calendars or alarm clocks. Examples
of particular scenarios can be found
under PERSONAL INTERACTION.

to keep their own data input up to
date. Google in particular has already
utilized partnerships with transit
authorities around the world to
increase the reach of their directions
services, and it is realistic to expect
they could be interested in a similar
arrangement to extend services such
as Google Now.

Alternatively, the whole development
might be outsourced, adapting
existing software to Dallas’
specific uses. IPAs are emerging
technologies, so by securing an
agreement with one of the major
technology companies involved, the
core software would continue to be
improved with DART only needing

It should be noted that IPAs are
still imperfect, and can neither
understand every command nor
provide every answer. However,
in the contained context of bus
transportation most interactions
can be envisaged and predefined.
In this sense, the informational
requirements to the DART system
will have the benefit of only needing
to provide a few core services, as
opposed to the far more extensive
needs of a phone or computer.

The SOC that runs the system, with wireless and
bluetooth connection, is accessible through the
rear of the DARTstop unit

An identical software interface is run through
the touchscreen, voice activation and phone
application.

DATA
COLLECTION
One of the central advantages of
the DARTstop is its ability to collect
extensive data on how the DART
bus network is being used, both for
real-time control and later analysis
by working together with the DART
smartphone application already
downloaded by thousands of users
in the city of Dallas. The combined
queries from the DARTstop and DART
app will provide transportation
officials with a broad survey of user
behavior, which can be extended with
other data such as the ‘scan’ of the
digital ticket on buses to close the
loop on usability data.
Furthermore, users can be tracked
as they walk to and from the stop,
providing a rich data set of target

locations, which will have significant
ramifications for route planning.
Currently routes are planned based
only on covering a minimum area,
but by tracking user paths outside of
the stops DART will be able to alter
the weighting to better serve certain
neighborhoods and reduce frequency
on others.
Users can be encouraged to opt-in
to this feature by offering them an
advantage: if the system records
them getting close to a stop, an alert
can be triggered on a bus running
early to wait for its scheduled time,
or an extra 10 seconds if they are just
around the corner.

who opt out of phone data collection.
The motion sensor camera identifies
how many people are at every stop
on every route, allowing Dispatch to
predict when buses are likely to be
full so as to run a parallel service to
meet any excess demand.
Additionally, Dallas could extend the
reach of ticket tracking by pairing
images from the stop cameras with
face recognition software to do a full
origin-destination analysis of users
through the network. Of course, the
data would have to be anonymized
in order to comply with privacy
concerns. The overall spectrum of
data gathered, would be of great
benefit to city planners.

The technology provided at every
stop will also capture a snapshot of
the people without smartphones
and the sizeable minority of people

The software will allow the user to
interact with it in two ways: text and
voice. The text interaction involves
a standard touchscreen UI in which
the user can tap through several
paths to every piece of information
the system contains. The voice
interaction allows the user to vocally
request information, which the IPA
will translate and retrieve a response
that relates to keywords in the query.
This could be implemented by being
custom built for Dallas, or as add-ons
to existing software. For example,
the United States Department of
Defense project ‘Cognitive Assistant
that Learns and Organizes’ produced
a core, licensable software on which
IPAs like Google Now are based.
Given the limited functions needed
of the system proposed, compared

Phone location data allows DART to identify where people are coming from and going to, not just the stops they get on and off. (Google Maps).
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The software that powers the
DARTstop goes beyond the
functionalities of standard apps to
provide broader information than
just routes and timetables. It utilizes
an ‘Intelligent Personal Assistant’ (IPA)
software; an emerging technology
that uses semantic structures
analyses to create a dynamic search
that produces a variety personalized
suggestions rather than a single
search answer. User input is
combined with real-time data from
the public bus transportation system
with data from other sources in order
to generate meaningful contextual
answers and better serve user needs.

to personal phone assistants, the
development of new software
specifically for DART is viable.
The complex software of speech
recognition and natural language
processing is also licensable, so
DART would only need to control the
data input and information output
rather than the complexity of spoken
interactions between human and
computer. This component of the
software, in particular, is best left to a
third party.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

The nature of this interaction is
made accessible by the integration
with the users smartphones, and
the embedded technologies in
the DARTstop infrastructure. The
interaction is also made personable
by the programming of the DARTstop
system, which is programmed with
multiple versions of every answer,
as well as responses to loosely

This is supported by its hardware,
which can identify users with the
phone application through its
low-power Bluetooth connection,
allowing DARTstop to greet them by
name. It will use this to apologize
for a late bus, knowing how long
passengers have waited and when
the bus should have been there. Once
this personality is established, it can
be consistently spread through the
network. The text responses of the
phone application and stop screen
have the same character as the vocal
responses. As users move between
contexts and different screens the
system moves with them. Monitors

on buses also feature the same
software and appearance, and the
ticket machines on the buses identify
users by name as they swipe through.
Even the ‘stop requested’ logo light
is taken over by DARTstop. The
personality embedded in the system
becomes the symbol for DART buses:
a new, high-tech, personable and
effective bus network.
This voice component of the system
is particularly important for the
blind and the elderly, one of the
populations most reliant on the
bus service yet also the least well
served by its standard service. The
difficulty of navigating the system
without help means that DART
currently invests in a parallel doorto-door service for these user groups.
This need will always exist, but by
incorporating oral interaction at the
stops, the load on the door-to-door
service will be reduced as passengers
move back to the regular service.

The responses DARTstop offers
are ‘smart advice’, comparing user
input to external data to provide
suggestions broader than a single
answer. For example, in the case of a
countdown timer, passengers react
better to a long wait time when there
is a timer, even if the wait is identical.
However, this effect is negated if
either the timer is wrong, claiming
a 2-minute wait for 10-minutes for
example, or if the bus is full when it
arrives. The latter is far more likely to
be true of a late bus than an on-time
one, compounding the irritation.
The DARTstop system provides the
standard “the next bus will arrive
in x minutes”, but combines this
information with real-time data
on the network to produce more
complex advice.
Rather than just estimating the
arrival time based on distance to
the stop, the system checks the bus
speed against a historic average to
estimate the traffic around the bus.
It accesses Google Maps’ real-time
traffic data to estimate the traffic
coming ahead. The countdown is thus
made far more accurate.

DARTstop is imbued with a certain personality
through the flavor of its responses.

It highlights the personal interaction inherent to a
bus trip - identifying the day’s driver by name and
profile photograph
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The user can interact with this
system by asking, out loud, common
questions such as what bus to take
and when it will arrive. The unit
then compares the question against
a range of data and replies with
the answer as well as alternative
suggestions. Given the relatively
limited types of data required for
navigating a bus network, a fairly
complete set of responses can be prerecorded and pieced together to reply
to most queries.
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One of the central principles of
the DARTstop system is to extend
the personal interaction between
a passenger and the bus through
an integrated experience. This
interaction now begins well before a
passenger steps on the bus, starting
with the phone application and
continuing through to the new
stops and onto the bus. DARTstop
ubiquitous system can be accessed
at all points of contact with the bus
system.

related queries, in a way that will
imbue the system with a certain
sense of ‘personality’. It does not
attempt to be full A.I. construct
(which is still years away), or to be an
approximation of a human being, but
simply to be able to provide varied
responses will make interactions
with passengers feel more natural.

Consistency of screens throughout the network (still from DART promotional video)

The system also uses the on-board
trip counter to identify how many
people are on the bus, and adds the
count from bus stops in between to
estimate how full the bus will be on
arrival at the target stop. The user can
thus be told when a bus is predicted
to be near capacity, and advised
when the next bus behind it may be
a better choice. The screen can then
show live images of inside each bus
drawn from their CCTV, allowing the
user to decide whether it is worth
waiting.

‘Smart advice’ offered by DARTstop gives the users suggestions based on external data, rather than only a
single, empirically correct answer to a user’s query.
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Furthermore, the app can be asked to
follow the user’s calendar, matching
service updates to meetings and
other recorded events. DART keeps
up to date with all major events in
Dallas so they can match their service
delivery to demand, information the
app can then forward to its users. If
the user has scheduled a meeting
near a stadium during a Dallas
Cowboys game, the app will advise
the user of likely transit disruption.

Push notifications of service delays and interruptions.
Automatic delivery based on informed predictions of user behavior.

The phone application can also keep track
of users calendars to deliver relevant service updates.

URBAN
INTERACTIONS
The ubiquity of bus stops around
cities will mean that the DARTstop
immediately has an impact on the
urban environment of Dallas. As the
units are installed it will become
apparent that the bus system is
being advanced.
This will also start to shape the image
of Dallas as a high-tech place, since
the appearance of DARTstop units
are purposefully made to reflect the
advanced technology within them.
Rather than the norm - non-reflective
fiberglass plates fixed to perforated
steel C-sections that are embedded,
perpetually askew, in the sidewalk –
the new stops will change color and
light up at night, identifying when

stops are occupied and indicating the
constant use of the bus network.

The DARTstop can also be linked
to other city services, as the
accumulated 11,000 microphones
and cameras becomes a valuable
framework for many city agencies.
For instance, the system connects
to the police and other emergency
services. Asking for the police or
yelling ‘help’ will trigger the camera,
change the E-ink flag to police
blue and connect the speaker and
microphone to the 911 switchboard.
The DARTstop thus becomes a symbol
of safety.
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All the functionality provided at the
DARTstop is provided in the phone
application, but is extended to be
more personalized. The application
remembers usual routes – for
instance, if a passenger catches the
same bus Monday-to-Friday and
there’s a traffic jam on that route
on Wednesday, the application will
send a push notification to advise the
passenger to leave early (or late).
It also searches through the network
to find an alternative route – there
may be a nearby bus on a less ideal
route that skips the traffic. If that
same jam happens on Sunday, the
user isn’t notified, as the app realizes
they are unlikely to be taking the bus
to work that day.
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The screens can be used for
community notices and local
advertisements, with advertisers only
needing to pay for the time there is
an actual audience at the stop.
Furthermore, DARTstop can suggest
activities to passengers with long
wait times, providing an itinerary

The DARTstop can switch its display to become a taxi rank. This helps flag a passing cab, and the system also sends an alert to local taxi companies.

that walks the passenger partway
along the bus route, visiting local
businesses and other features before
meeting the bus at a later stop. The
data can come from a combination
between a local system as well as
using data from online services such
as Yelp and Google.

Overall, DARTstop provides new
abilities for data collection, new
avenues for personal interaction,
a far more accessible service, and
a skeleton framework into which
many additional services can be
embedded.

Here, the phone application is crucial,
directing passengers after they have
left the stop. This localized data will
embed the DART system into the city
communities it serves, rather than
being an applied system that runs
over the top.

Local itinerary provided for an hour long wait time: a ten minute walk to a Museum, rejoining the bus at a later stop. (Google Maps)
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It can also be turned into a taxi rank
at the user’s request. The system
notifies local taxi companies of an
available passenger, and the E-ink
flag turns to the yellow and black
logo to wave down any passing taxis.
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

Dallas offer’s a unique opportunity
to improving customer service in
their existing transit system. Despite
having one of the United State’s
most extensive network of light rail,
and buses, the city and it’s transit
authority DART, the Dallas Area
Rapid Transit, still struggles with
below-average ridership. Part of the
reason for this is the extent of the
system, which being spread out over
seven hundred square miles, offers
challenges in providing bus service
on certain lines at a frequency that
presents an attractive alternative
for citizens to shift away from their
personal cars.

Despite their problems concerning
frequency and ridership, DART,
the Dallas Area Rapid Transit
authority, has a tremendous asset
and opportunity in it’s hands (literaly).
After having launched their new
GoPass application for it’s riders,
the mobile app has been
downloaded over 100 000 times,
amounting to roughly 50% of it’s
ridership. This app provides DART
with a direct link to over 50% of it’s
customer and their smartphones,
capable of collecting anonymized
data about their location, movement,
timing, etc. Using this technology,
we can begin solving issues of low
frequency and connectivity issues
while beginning to collect high
quailty data about how people use
the transit system.

Site visit to DART where we spoke to bus drivers and passengers.
They hoped for better communication from DART’s part and better bus connections.

In fact, in the results of a 2012 survey,
it was reported that 77% of users felt
their bus was on time, and 61% noted
an adequate notice of delays in the
DART system. Using these numbers
as markers for improvements, these
further solidify the case for improving
the DART experience and service.
This project proposes a new direct,
or point-to-point, communication
system that is now possible with the
onset of smartphones and DART’s
public transit app (called the GoPass).
For the purpose of this project, the
technology will be referred to under
the new Wait4Me title. That being
said, this technology can easily
be implemented into the current
GoPass app. The integration of such
technology into existing systems has
the potential to provide significant
increases customer satisfaction and
data generation for DART, all the
while requiring little investment
in infrastructure, fleet, or personel.
Instead integrating relatively simple
options to a phone app would
be required but provide a much
greater return on investment, again,
especially considering the continued
growth in adoption of DART’s
GoPass app.

This project will address 3 moments
in the current DART system that
can be improved by the Wait4Me
technology system between riders
and drivers. These scenarios aim
to show how the technology can
take advantage of the flexibility in
the public transit system and the
familiarity of drivers with their route
to accomodate people that may be
running late, people who need to
make transfers between two bus
lines, and people that would like
to get more updates on the
arrival/delays of their bus.

Surveys asking yes or no questions don’t provide
the kind of detailed data that would allow DART
to really learn from its customers each year.
– Nevin Grinell CMO at DART

The large extent of the DART public transportation lnetwork.
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Public transportation can be
considered the business of customer
service in getting people around in
our cities. To simplify the manner
even further for a moment, if public
transportation organizations want
to get more people to ride public
transit, they must ensure that current
and potential riders/customers
are served, satisfied and further
promoting the use of their system.

With certain lines passing every
half hour or more, the opportunity
costs related to missing your bus are
extremely high and are likely one of
the major hinderences to increased
ridership. Similarly, given the multimodal and multi-nodal nature of the
system, many riders are frustrated
with their inability to make their bus
connections on time, which further
influences the opportunity costs.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

1) A passenger is running late, and
needs the bus to wait for them.
2) A bus is running late and several
passengers on the bus need to make
another transfer.

In the first scenario, a regular
customer/passenger on the DART
system is running late due to an
unforseen circumstance and is
running to try and catch the bus.
Meanwhile, the bus driver, who
knows the passenger well, notices
their absence at the bus stop and
assumes they must have taken the
day off. Little does the driver know
that their dedicated passenger is
just around the corner. Using the
Wait4Me technology, the passenger
can quickly alert the driver of their
slight delay and request for the driver
to wait if the schedule allows.

The passenger requests gets sent through a series
of checks (algorithms) to verify that the request is
possible and not bogus. If they “pass the test” the
bus driver will get a notification that someone is
trying to catch their bus. If they are running ahead
of schedule and they know their route well they
can send out a notification saying they will wait for
3 minutes. If they cannot wait they can let them
know too.

3) A passenger wants to automatically
get notifications of schedules,
arrivals, and delays on a selected
route.

Passenger trying to catch a bus opens the app which directly opens a map of the surrounding areas with icons for the buses that are running.
A simple tap on the bus icon triggers the Wait4Me technology which allows them to request for the bus to wait for them.

If the bus driver can wait then the passenger will receive an alert with the countdown until when the bus driver will leave.
If the bus driver can’t wait then the time for the next bus will be displayed as well as possible other routes they could take if they signed in to a certain route.
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The personal interaction aspect of
the project is where “the rubber hits
the road”. With personal interactions
happening both on the passenger
and driver sides, the following will
describe the three different scenarios
in which the Wait4Me technology can
be useful for DART to implement.
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Passenger Running Late)
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Wait4Me - Bus to Bus

A driver who is running 1 minute behind schedule
sees that he has 9 passengers on his bus trying to
make a transfer and sends a Wait4Me request to
the other bus driver.

A bus with 9 people trying to make a transfer at the next stop are worried because
that bus only passes every hour.

The other bus driver, who happens to be
a couple minutes ahead of schedules sends a
notification saying that he can wait an extra
3 minutes for the bus.

The passenger can send in a request from their phone which will add to the number of requests the driver has on his screen.

The passengers get noticications that the bus will wait another 3 minutes for them and allows them to sit back, relax and enjoy the ride.
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In the second scenario, there are
several people on one bus trying
to catch a transfer at the next stop.
Using the Wait4Me functionality
again, they can easily signal to the
driver and DART that they need to
catch that transfer (this already
happens to a certain extent whereby
passengers go ask the driver). If
the driver sees that, for example,
9 passengers need to make that
transfer, the driver can send a request
to the other bus’ driver to wait for
it’s passengers. Again, if the driver
can wait then they can choose the
number of minutes they can afford
based on their knowledge of the
line and the algorithm working
behind the scene (described in the
technology section).
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Wait4Me - Reminder System

By searching for new locations,
or from their list of recents and
favorites, users select the route
they wish to take to get to their
destination. Upon selecting their
desired routes, users will be provided
with a series of options concerning
the updates they want to receive
from DART for that desired route (i.e.
notifications every 5 minutes
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Lastly, the Wait4Me technology also
allows for riders to check in to routes
in order to plan accordingly and
receive updates on arrival times and
service delays.
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on the bus’ estimated arrival time).
Once they have selected the update
options they are free to get ready or
relax knowing that their phone will
update them if there are any delays
or when they should head out the
door to catch their bus. This ensures
the most pleasant and laid back lead
up to the use of public transportation
and makes it much more enjoyable
and responsive to the delays you
might expect in the transit system.

Users at “Transparent” bus stops will be able to
verify when the next bus will arrive, and get a
video feed of both the traffic conditions that it is
facing, and if it’s full or empty.
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to begin their new DART—GoPass
experience.

The physical technology behind
the Wait4Me service is housed in
the smart phone devices and the
buses themselves. In addition to
the physical features there is also
the collection and analysis of data,
which is stored in a database on a
server.

When the user sends a Wait4Me
request, looks up their desired transit
route, or plan their route, GPS data
is collected on their latitude and
longitude location, time of day, and
any other associated data with that
request. This information is then sent
to DART where it is used to record
the user’s location and subsequently
run the Wait4Me request through an
algorithm to verify the feasibility of
the request given the position and
scheduling of the requested bus.

In terms of the smart phone, the
technologies being used include
the GPS tracker, Bluetooth 4.0 (a low
powered local connectivity protocol),
and the notification system.
First, upon installing the app, or
after updating the current GoPass
app to a new version with Wait4Me
functionality, users would be
required to allow for Location
Services, sending notifications, and
upcoming low energy Bluetooth to be
activated. As such they are then ready

Concerning the push notifications,
this is used in order to allow for
the responses from bus drivers
concrning the Wait4Me requests to
be communicated to passengers.
Similarly, notifications from DART
concerning service delays would
also be communicated through the

notification systems to remove the
need for passengers to continuously
open the app to check arrival times/
delays.
Lastly, the Bluetooth 4.0 is used to
detect when users get on/off buses
equiped with Bluetooth 4.0 sensors
in order to confirm if Wait4Me
requests were successful, and to
understand when people are getting
on/off the bus.
Similarly, in newer versions of the
DART bus blade or bus station,
Bluetooth 4.0 technology could
be used to detect if users are
near the stop and therefore send
more customized notifications
depending on the user’s location,
the application could also collect
GPS updates every 15 seconds to
determine the location of passengers
to provide similar inferences on their
location and customize notifications
accordingly.

WAIT4Me DRIVER SUPPORT
DECISION SYSTEM
On the database and back-end side,
it is important for the DART network
to provide appropriate data support
for the drivers to make decisions that
may affect people’s daily routines.
For this reason, all the requests for
Wait4Me may first be run through
a series of checks to verify that
they are feasible and not creating
negative externailties on other
passengers/services.
A machine-learning based algorithm
will incorporate several data
variables, including the number of
people on a bus route, the number of
people running late, the amount of
time needed to wait to accomodate
those people, the historic traffic
data on that route, and others. It is
important to note that the following
‘functions’ are simply examples of

ways we could consider the score
and feasibility of requests for the
Wait4Me technology. By using data
analytics, the algorithm can be
improved and curated over time
in order to increase the quality of
suggested responses.

Function for People running late at
the Bus Stop
Wait4Me Score = (# Passengers Waiting *
Weighted Variable X) + (Minutes to Wait * Traffic
Variable * TimeOfDayVariable) - (# Passengers on
Bus * Weighted Variable Y)

Ultimately, this decision-support
system would require careful study
and implementation. That said,
a first iteration of an algorythm
testing the Wait4Me buffer time and
variables could be implemented
and subsequent version would be
changed as data comes in concerning
ridership times and requests that
were successfully “Waited”. In other
words, this would resemble an
intelligent real-time system that
adapts in real time based on traffic,
ridership, special events, etc.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Client D

Required Technologies on the Passenger’s Smart Phone

Communication framework between Rider, Dart Database, and Bus Driver

Wait4Me Request

Notification from Bus/Driver

Confirmation of Ridership
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

For examples, one can assume that
DART has the data concerning the
number of people getting on/off at
certain stops. But what if we could
go a few steps further and know
where people are walking/driving to
the bus stops from? Similarly, what
if we could know where people are
running late from the most. Are these
Wait4Me requests correlated with
any special events?

DART can also begin to understand
what drivers are being the most
flexible in their routes. If one
driver isn’t accomodating Wait4Me
requests, that person is in fact
hindering the public transit network
by making it less attractive to people.
There are simple ways of promoting
more flexibility and cooperation
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in such a system, perhaps by
implementing certain Wait4Me
quotas drivers must meet every
week.
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At the urban scale, the new Wait4Me
application allows for a clearer
image of how people are using the
DART public transit system. With
the type of data being collected,
including the location, time, route
number, etc., of users, powerful
mapping inferences can be made to
improve the current public transit
system.

In the end, this rich data can provide
valuable insights into the DART
system. If they observe that, at a
certain bus stop, most people are
walking to the bus stop from the
North, and there are a lot of Wait4Me
requests, then perhaps they should
change the route to accomodate
for that. In another example. If on
weekdays there are certain lines
that continuously fail to make
their transfers for passengers, then
perhaps a slight change in schedule
would work wonders in making the
public transit sytem more tailored
for them.

Lastly, if many people are ignoring
a bus stop right next to their home/
work place, then perhaps that area is
regarded as unsafe or not pleasant
and DART should invest in making
that stop more attractive.
In the end, the urban context that
we are trying to address here is the
creation of a public transit system
that is more responsive, flexible and
attentive to the needs of the riders it
provides a service for. The Wait4Me
application in this sense rethinks
the user facing flexibility that public
transportation systems could have in
the era of the smartphone.

An example of the type of data that is collected by DART concerning the number of passengers getting on or off at every location.

With the new data points collected from the route planner, the Wait4Me requests and saved locations, DART can begin painting a better picture of how its riders
are getting around (yellow lines) and possibly identifying certain lines that could be shifted over to better accomodate a certain population (green lines).

Similarly, the number of Wait4Me requests that were successfull or failed can be mapped (red lines) and begin to show routes that perhaps need to be
recalibrated/resynchronized. Data on drivers can also be infered where drivers who accept more requests yet are still on time are promoted and studied to help
other drivers do the same.
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Data Collection

The platform uses the smartphone
GPS sensor as a constant generator
of first hand data that reflects the
bus systems users habits. Over time,
the collected geolocated data will
begin to resemble that of a service
such as Google Maps, Waze, Uber,
and Apple Maps. In the same way in
which these companies collect large
amounts of georeferenced data to
improve the services they provide
to their users, DART can use the data
from Wait4Me to constantly refine
their service.
Given the nature of the system, it is
crucial to ensure the anonymity of
users when collecting vasts amounts
of sensitive locational data.

Building Upon the data and
technology
The technology behind the Wait4Me
service generates valuable data that
can help DART improve their service.
As DART eventually begins to better
understand issues of timing, routing,
connections, etc., one can imagine
how DART could use the data to
go beyond simply adopting the
Wait4Me functionality. With data on
where people are running late from
buses could begin stoping between
conventional stops to accomodate
certain businesses/commerces. The
idea of a pop-up bus stop/shelter was
something that interested the DART
personel when we visited but would
likely require a data-driven approach
to implement.

Another avenue to explore could
be what I call DART Ping. THis
technology could build upon the
existing technology in that if DART
can know which routes people are
on/taking, they can easily tailor
questions concerning those lines
to the people using them and send
them out via notifications to their
smartphones. For example, if a user
checks in to a route, and the bus
Bluetooth sensor detects that they
get on the bus, DART could send a
question concerning how they think
the service is running that day, if they
think things should change, how, etc.
This would go one step further than
just collecting locational data about
people’s displacements but begin
matching that with more qualitative
data that could further help improve
the service.

In Closing
The fact that DART has successfully
attracted over 50% of its users
to download their GoPass app
speaks much about not only
DART’s dedication and success
in their application but also that
the population is ready to be
using smartphones as a means
for interacting with public
transportation. Integrating a
communication system allowing
passengers and drivers to
communicate is a novel idea
that would allow for significant
improvements in customer service,
in turn promoting and increasing
ridership.

By getting people to save their
favourite locations (work, home,
gym, movies) into their user profile,
and by allowing them to check’in
to routes, this provides DART with
valuable (anonymized) locational
data from its riders. This allows
them to do much more than wait an
extra minute to wait for passengers,
it allows DART to rival the data
analytics and geolocational analytics
that comapnies such as Google
Maps, Apple Maps, and others,
collect for their use. DART, as a
public transportation service, should
undoubtedly consider adopting more
data gathering within it’s current or
upcoming app.

The real-time public transit
communication system is now real!

Surveys asking yes or no questions
don’t provide the kind of detailed data
that would allow DART to really learn
from its customers each year.
– Nevin Grinell, CMO at DART
An example of a data visualizaiton outcomes of the new transit app that is collecting the proposed information concerning people’s routes,
their perception of the service, and other information.
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The data being collected behind
the Wait4Me technology is not
revolutionary on its own, but of great
interest if analyzed in the context of
public transportation systems, where
it can be of great help in improving
the overall customer experience.
By providing a service that
improves customer satisfaction, the
application can increase ridership
levels in the system.

In the end though, this collection
of data addesses one of the
current problems in DART’s way of
gathering data. Using surveys can
get you great, on the spot, yes or no,
qualitative answers. But tracking
how users use the system using
powerful data and maps is where the
future lies.
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Pierre Beaudreau
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Passionate about geography, maps,
technology, and urban design, Pierre
joins MIT from the Great White North
where he studied Urban Systems at
McGill University in Montreal.
While at McGill he was immersed in
the realm of Web 2.0 technologies
in the planning context and began
exploring web platforms capable of
gathering and sharing information.
Upon successfully building his first
web mapping platform he then
pursued a personal project more
directly linked to Urban Design. After
graduating in 2012 he took a year
off to learn the ropes of creating
and launching a web startup. In June
2013 he launched YouSayCity a web
platform for public participation
in Urban Planning. Hinging on the
increasing role of 3D technologies
for data visualization, the tool
allows planners and designers to
upload their project proposals to a
3D platform for all to visualize and
better understand.

D3
Dallas Ring
by Namjoo Kim

He is currently pursuing a Masters
in City Planning within the CDD
group at MIT and hopes his time in
Cambridge can solidify his passion
for urban design, entrepreneurship,
and idea generation/testing/
tinkering.

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

While the city has a multimodal
public transportation system
with excellent infrastructure; the
low density of the city affects
its efficiency. The bus system for
example must cover the metro area
with only 600 buses, as such it can
only provide its services with a low
frequency. This leads to bad service
quality perception among users.
The challenge is to find a way for
Dallas to increase the ridership on its
bus system. With this , Dallas could
evolve its transportation system for
the 21st century.
This project acknowledges the
existing problem of low frequency
as a key limitation but detects an

Existing Dallas bus map [DART website]

Additionally the Dallas Ring seeks to
turn blades into a series of localized
land marks for every neighborhood.
There are two different target
populations for this project: one is
the current bus users and the other is
a potentially latent users who are not
used to riding a bus. Dallas Ring seeks
to engage them both.
The most explicit feature of Dallas
ring is the real-time reminder for the
next bus: Dallas Ring displays the
arriving time of the next bus in order
to provide riders with contextually
important information.
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A ring and a circle are the main design
components of the Dallas Ring.
They are used to covey a messages
to users in the clearest way possible.
The design reminds people of a
traditional watch, which has been an
personal accessory for a long time.
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The Dallas-Ft. Worth metro area is
fourth largest in the U.S. Spread over
13 counties covering over 385 sq.
mile. Given its area, the city has a
relatively low density. It is also a carcentric city where most people prefer
to drive their own vehicles instead of
using public transportation.

opportunity. The opportunity resides
in the vast network of over 11,000
bus stop signs commonly referred as
blades. Dallas Ring aims to urn them
into an attractive, noticeable and
interactive bus sign system that gives
users new bus riding experiences.
The project makes a pragmatic
argument, since changing the bus
signs is cheaper than changing the
bus shelters while providing more
coverage for users.

For those who are not used to using
the bus system, Dallas Ring gives an
impression of an organized, accurate
and modern public transportation
system for the city of Dallas, helping
the public transportation system in
Dallas, shift the negative perceptions
that prevent some people from riding
a bus.
The Dallas Ring complements other
digital platforms such as the DART
website or their smartphone app by
creating a more appealing device that
becomes a tangible street furniture
for local residents . Because of its
ubiquity, the Dallas Ring physically
conects people walking down the
street with the bus system.

Through calm design the Dallas ring
maximizes the readability for riders.

The bus sign in Dallas [www.newluxuryfeed.com]

Before: Not interactive, not noticeable bus sign

After: Interactive, Noticeable Dalla Ring
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

For example, passengers who are
waiting for the bus can check the
remaining time by looking at Dallas
Ring. In this case, the screen of Dallas
Ring shows the bus number and the
remaining time while the light from
the LED ring will show intuitively
how much time the passenger needs
to wait. If two different bus lines
pass by, the Dallas Ring can alternate
between displaying the remaining
time for both buses.
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Dallas Ring interacts with passengers,
bus drivers, local commerce, and
pedestrians.
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future through further solutions and
development. One possible scenario
for this system is that local people
start to use their own Dallas ring
as a personal mailbox or a dynamic
meeting point for social groups.
In this regard, Dallas Ring becomes
a flexible urban infrastructure that
will evolve over time.

Additionally, since the bus system
covers massive area, a bus driver
passes many bus stops if the
passenger is not waiting. However,
it is sometimes reported that the bus
driver cannot see the passenger who
is waiting next to the bus stop sign
at night. This can be easily solved by
Dallas Ring. Dallas Ring can detect
the passenger who uses the DART app
and light up its LED ring so that the
bus driver does not miss the presence
of the passenger.
Simultaneously, the display
screen of Dallas Ring serves as the
advertisement board for the local
commerce. By using the preset of the
sign system, Dallas Ring can show
relevant information on its screen.
This feature could help alleviate the
long waiting time by suggesting
people to visit a local restaurant or
a café while they wait for a bus. This
solution is a soft but effective gesture
that show that the Dallas bus system
care for both passengers and the
local commerce.
For a person who feels in danger,
Dallas ring also can be an emergency
alarm. They can set the alarm mode
with their app or simply press the
emergency button on the Dallas ring.
The Dallas ring will then emit lights
and sounds while it sending alert to
the nearest police station.
Ultimately, Dallas ring is a prototype
for a new bus sign system. Personal
interaction can be diversified in the

Connection between local commerce, Dallas Ring and Users

Time reminder Fucntion
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How to activate dallas ring

Basic mechanism of dallas ring
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Dallas Ring will detect the smartphone

Dallas Ring can detect several users

Same functions can be activated by pressing the button

SIGN LANGAUGE II:
DURING THE DAY
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E Ink Screen

Sequence
o1 Basic information (Arriving time of the next bus)
02 Additional information (Greeting and local context)

Sequence
o1 Basic information (Arriving time of the next bus)
02 Graphical representation
03 Additional information (Greeting and local context)

Sequence
01 Basic information (Arriving time of the next bus)
02 Additional information
03 Arriving time of a Taxi
04 Additional information

Sequence
01 SOS sign 02 Notification
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS

Considering the large number of
future Dallas Ring and its massive
network, Dallas Ring has interesting
potential to change the general
transportation experience by
integrating other transportation
systems such as taxi to the bus.
This is a new way thinking that
enhances the multimodality of the
transportation system. This is crucial
for providing a better transportation
solution to its customers in a city

Dallas Ring is localized street
furniture for the local residents.
The local restaurants and commerce
can use Dallas Ring as their
advertisement board and local
residents can see the context of their
neighborhood. In the larger system,
the network of Dallas Ring becomes
a repository for urban knowledge.
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Dallas Ring provides an opportunity
for DART to evaluate the current
bus system efficiently in order to
enhance the whole system in the
future. Each Dallas ring is a part of a
larger network and the serial number
of each Dallas Ring is stored in DART
server. The aggregated movement of
passenger with a smartphone, which
can be tracked by Dallas Ring, gives
DART relevant information that will
show the exact pattern of users and
will help DART to understand the flow
of people at urban scale.
Finally, Dallas Ring can be an icon for
the city of Dallas. A simple and iconic
shape that is easily recognizable
will enhance the image of the
city. As travelers use the public
transportation system, they will
remember Dallas as a friendly and
smart city due to Dallas Ring.
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Dallas Ring can help optimize the
current transportation system
of Dallas. It can enhance the
multimodal transportation in Dallas
by connecting the bus system with
other modes such as taxi. It is also
the localized street furniture that
allows local residents to promote
their businesses and activities. Dallas
Ring will help DART to enhance the
whole bus network by adding the
information about transportation
usage and people flow, which is a
great help for optimizing the system.
Finally, Dallas Ring can be an icon for
the city of Dallas.

where the low bus frequency affects
the quality of service perception.
Dallas Ring has a function to call
a taxi which would easily find the
location of the passenger using the
GPS information Dallas Ring. Once
people, who use Dallas Ring as a taxi
stop, familiarize a bus system, they
would consider taking a bus. The
basic principle under this system is
giving as much choice as possible
to the users. In urban scale, the
most important goal of the public
transportation is providing efficient
transportation method to the public,
and Dallas Ring can be a platform for
that goal. Embracing the taxi system
into Dallas ring will leverage the
general transportation choice among
Dallas people and people may stop
using their own vehicle in favor of
public transportation.

Relationship between Dallas Ring, a taxi, and a user.
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

The control board uses Arduino board
as a main controller and has a small
battery for the emergency case when
the electrical grid is not working.
The display pattern and the local
commerce information are stored in
a flash memory. The control system
uses an open architecture so that
Dallas Ring can be flexible and open
to change.
The displays include an E Ink screen
and a LED ring. The E Ink screen, the
main display of information, has
excellent daylight readability. The E
Ink screen is complemented by the
LED ring which is also visible during
the day and becomes main display
at night. Both E ink and LED use
less electricity than other methods,
minimizing the operation costs.

Additional information
about the app

Bluetooth 4.0

Plastic Ring

Radio Part

Display Part

LED

E Ink Screen

The user with a smartphone can
download the DART app which
already in the market. Dallas Ring
functionality will be the option of the
existing app which will improve the
overall user experience.

Control board

Control Part

Speaker, Microphone

Button

Structure

Electrical grid

Relationship between Dallas Ring, DART, buses, and users
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Dallas Ring consists of three parts:
Radio base, Display, and Control
board.
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Radio base of Dallas Ring uses the
4G/3G wireless connectivity for
exchanging information with DART
servers and Bluetooth 4.0 for local
connectivity. Bluetooth 4.0 connects
personal users to Dallas Ring through
the DART app on their smart phone
where it shows the preferred bus
information automatically. Additional
information about the local context
will be sent at the user’s request
while sending user information to
DART.
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Dalla Ring App

Data for DART
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Minimum barrier for the user

Opt in menu for more information
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Namjoo Kim
Namjoo Kim is born in a small city of
South Korea. She has a Bachelor’s in
architecture from Korea University in
Seoul, South Korea in 2012 and doing
her master’s degree in architecture at
MIT now.

D4

The Emergent Bus Station
by Peng Longrui

Last summer, she worked at Kengo
Kuma and Associates as an intern
designer and designed an animal
hospital near Tokyo. After this
experience, she participated in Japan
Workshop 2013 and built a gathering
space for local residents with MIT and
Tokyo University students.
Came back from the workshop, she
has been investigating ways to deal
with social issues.

SENSEable CITY LAB, MIT
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PROJECT
DESCRIPTION

Although DART headquarters have
put much effort in increasing the
ridership of the whole bus system,
they still face low levels overall. This
is due to a constant gap between
riders demand and level of bus
services. Many passengers complain
that they need to wait for a long
time for the buses. This is often due
to perceived by reasons, such as
passengers getting too early to the
bus station and not checking for
proper schedules or bus drivers not
waiting to pick them up, because
the bus is too full or is running
late. However, two factors mainly
contribute to the low ridership.
The first reason is DART’s low bus
frequency, which enlarges the apart
time between buses. The second
reason is the traditional perception
of public transportation which is

Furthermore, the route planning
of DART has some disadvantages.
The railway routes function as the
main trunks stretching towards
five directions in Dallas. Bus routes
function as branches penetrate
into several districts. But given the
geographical area of Dallas and its
12 counties, the overall coverage, per
area and time, is low.
Still, many people who live in Dallas
need to commute every day from
their home to the working places.
This gives us an opportunity for
people to use the buses. To capitalize
on this need, I propose a dynamic
gateway for the passengers to
experiment on using the bus as a
viable mode of transportation for
their daily use.
The emergent bus station is a dronebased, mobile, easily deployable,
dynamic bus station that can be used
under many emergent needs, which
only appears when there is a demand.

The emergent bus station aims
to be a symbol and landmark for
the city, while providing a positive
perspective on the use of drones
for civilian purposes, and as valued
pieces or urban infrastructure.
Moreover, with the accumulation of
data aggregated from the systemic
use of emergent bus stations,
DART will have an additional set of
data and information which can
be of great use for planning new
bus routes depending on the real
requirement.
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This project looks to improve the
experience of the existing public
transportation infrastructure in
Dallas, the DART (Dallas Rapid Transit
System).

linked with low quality overall and
which is only used as a secondary
transportation alternative.
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PERSONAL
INTERACTIONS

GoPass App
Users would open their GoPass App.
After logging, they can provide their
service request, with their location
and schedule to the server, the
system would send them a geotagged location where they can meet
the Emergent Bus Station (Figure 1).
Location
The emergent bus station will be
directed towards the central point of
a preset polygon where passengers
are located. New stations emerge

Situation before/after the
emergent bus system

Route
The centralized server will classify all
the emergent bus stations (location,
direction, and destination) in a
matrix of timed groups, in order to
dynamically allocate resources to
emergent bus routes.

Current location and time
Existing bus station

Navigation

Existing bus route

Once each drone its sent to their
destination point, they use their E-ink
during the day or LED arrays at night
to become a highly visible landmark
for both passengers and drivers,
making them easy to connect. This
is an especially useful feature for
situations where there is a peak of
momentary demand such as guiding
crowds after an event, e.g., a game in
Cotton Bowl Stadium (Figure 3&4&5).

Existing road
Navigation to the station

Example of interface design for emergent bus station and route on personal mobile devices

10:00
Current location and time
Destination and time

STOP

Route
Drones available

10:00 Countdown
Navigation
STOP

Emergent bus station
Drone is waiting for you

Figure 1. Input

Figure 2. Outcome

Emergent Bus Station
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Passengers will interact with the
Emergent Bus Station mainly through
a smartphone app. A potential
interest would be to integrate the
required functionality to the existing
GoPass App that DART has already
deployed, and which has been
downloaded by thousands of users.

based on passengers’ locations and
requests. The meeting destination
will be communicated to the users via
the app. and to bus drivers via their
integrated communication terminal
(Figure 2). The aim is to provide
large coverage while finding a near
position vis-a-vis every passenger.
We can preset the bus station radius
of coverage to one mile. By this way
we can be sure that every emergent
bus station will be within 10-minute’s
walking distance for each passenger..
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Out of power or
components breakdown

Emergency

Under weather

Figure 3. Bus Driver Navigation

Figure 4. Different Scenarios
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Usual service
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URBAN
INTERACTIONS
Personalization

The idea is to minimize the physical
infrastructure footprint in the city,
by only creating a dynamic point
through a drone that only appears
when there is a demand and
disappears after the mission,
creating a cleaner urban image.

The emergent system aims to be
the result of passengers’ request.
Passengers will no longer be a
captive group but will be intimately
involved in launching the system
into operation, giving users a sense
of agency.

The drone bases will be built along
with the roofs of existing bus shelters
to take the most advantage of the
existing infrastructure. These bases
will be used as charging stations, and
will also serve to familiarize users
with the emergent bus stations.

Dallas as a test ground of the
emergent bus stations.

Given the geographical dispersion
of over 1000 bus shelters, they are
the ideal central points of the drone
service circle in terms of coverage
requirements. The bus shelters could
also function as the protection
shelter of the drones in some extreme
weather conditions such as heavy
rain, strong wind, hot temperature,
thunder and lightning (Figure 4).
Cover effect
Because of their drone nature, the
emergent bus station have an easier
ability of covering into the entire
urban road network. This coverage
is provided as needed on the main
streets and roads where the routes
locate, and the neighborhoods that
embrace the streets and roads.

Paratransit
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Less footprint

The Emergent Bus Station, can be
configured to work with the various
transportation systems operated by
DART, such as the bus system and
railway system, and others like the
on-call service, paratransit service,
vanpool service, and FLEX service.
These services and infrastructures
provide the capacity to test the
emergent bus stations and satisfy
a wide and continuous spectrum of
passengers’ demand with reasonable
flexibility, increasing the perception
of service quality, which may help
in bringing new users. Dallas could
be the starting point to change the
traditional perception for a public
transportation system.

Bus

FLEX

Vanpool

On-Call
Figure 5. When there is an event, there is an Emergent Bus Station
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TECHNOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

Drone Module
In order to have a flexible and
deployable system, the project
requires a low-cost, high-efficiency
drone. This can be made out of
off-the-shelf parts and will require
proper integration with the rest of
the hardware components such as
a high capacity nano-battery, GPS
module and electronic displays.
An accessible drone today has a flight
autonomy of over 20 minutes with
a range of over 2 operational miles,
with automated return functions
(using GPS), they are able to be fitted
with a durable, impermeable lightweight polymer shell for additional
protection..
Nano-battery
The drone will be fitted with
micro-supercapacitors, which can
charge and discharge hundreds
to a thousand times faster than

Display Technologies
The Emergent Bus Station will
use two technologies for easy
visualization under different
environmental conditions.
It will use a bendable E-ink display
easily visible under direct sunlight.
These displays are light, flexible and
energy efficient. They will be the
main mode of visible communication
during day time.
At night, the Emergent Bus Station
will use a LED array fitted to the
contours of the drone shell. These
LED arrays on the drone are a highly
visible under night conditions and
are also visible during the day, where
they’ll function as a secondary visual
system.
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Mobile Application
The drones will be interfacing the
public through a mobile app that
is connected in real-time to
a centralized server.
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The Emergent Bus Station integrates
the following technologies to provide
the service:

standard batteries, and are easily
integrated into small devices. The
new micro-supercapacitors are also
bendable and twistable, making
them adaptable to the aerodynamic
requirements of the drone. Finally,
they will be paired with magnetic
induction chargers on the drone
bases, to allow for an easy fast
charging dynamic.

Wireless Connectivity and GPS
The drone will use a GPS module
for navigation. The data will be
relayed to a central server using
an onboard wireless cell phone
based communication terminal
(GSM/3G/4G) The central server
will handle the dispatch logic and
coordinates allocation for each drone
and pair it with the users’ requests
and buses availability.
The full behavioral patterns of the
drone will be commanded by an
onboard control panel embedded in a
SOC (System On a Chip), miniaturized
for lower power consumption.

Right: Emergent Bus Station
Below: Drone Specification

Propeller

Engine Case

Chip Case

Nano-battery

Structure Frame

E-ink Display

Foam Pad

LED Lights

Protection Case
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Peng Longrui
Longrui was born in China. Prior to
be a master program student in the
Department of Urban Studies and
Planning at MIT, he played a role as an
architect and traveller for seven years
both in China and Japan. The previous
experience in the oriental landscape
gave him a unique metrics and
system for the perception of urban.
Longrui is currently involved in
projects such as the Density Atlas,
planning, and redesign of shrinking
cities with world-renowned
professors. Collaborating with
international musicians, his sound
intervention project was performed
in the symbolic lobby at MIT.

